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DAY NINETEEN
A NEW MYSTERY AND LOVE STORY
BY PNP PAUL ALONGI
PNP Paul Alongi (UNICO National President -1975-76) is pleased to announce that
his new work is presently being published and will most likely be available on or about
September 1st, 2016. The title originates from a very quirky coincidence of life. He has
six grandchildren, five of whom were born on the nineteenth of different months. In
fact, one was born 11:59 pm on the nineteenth. The youngest was born on the twentieth,
eight hours from the nineteenth.
His new book has been hailed as an exciting love story mystery and is dedicated to
his departed wife of fifty seven years, Toni, First Lady of UNICO National.
You may order in advance an autographed paperback copy for $35. For each book
sold, PNP Alongi will donate $5 to the UNICO Jimmy “V” Foundation for Cancer and
as an extra bonus to the first 200 purchasers, you will receive Paul’s professional tenor
sax’s” Tender Sax Moments” CD featuring all time standards set in a progressive mode.
All shipping costs are included. Make all checks to Paul Alongi Day 19 and send to
Paul Alongi, 21 Leo Terrace, Bloomfield, NJ, 07003. For any questions or comments,
you may e-mail to palongisr@firstmco.com. His other work, Blood Bond, published
eight years ago, is available at Barnes and Noble and Amazon.

WHAT IS DAY NINETEEN ABOUT - PROLOGUE
Life was never easy for the Braden boys. Right from the outset they had to endure one episode after another. Unfortunately, tragedy usually occurred and forever was unexplainable.
Their friendships and relationships were continually being challenged and at times tarnished
by others who were envious of their success.
The story of the younger brother, Chad, illustrates a life replete with obstacles and reversals. However, the reader will be able to see that he was strong enough to overcome those ever
occurring crisis. Chad was different than Pat, his older brother. His many loves were exciting
but always burdensome. On the other hand, Pat dedicated his life and soul to God. However,
they both shared a strong family thread and brotherly love, those appeared to be the factors in
reconciling their totally opposite careers. Oddly, they were both born on February Nineteen,
four year apart.
Chad became a Naval Intelligence officer, cloaked in secrecy and conspiracies always
targeted on the potential of our enemies to cause havoc to the lifestyle and freedoms of our
society. He was up to the challenges, however suffered the failures that accompanies such a
position. The reader will discover that Chad’s life was completely full with the same human
frailties possessed by others. He always attempted to persevere, however there were many
enormous risks that he would not recognize and overcome. All this became apparent as Chad
awaited being executed for the murder of his fiancée and her father. You are urged to discover
whether the collective faith of the brothers was enough to ward off the gas chamber and return him to a life of service to our beloved country or suffer death as a consequence.
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Messages ComUNICO
NATIONAL
PRESIDENT

A message
from
Dominick Nicastro

I would like to thank everyone who
attended the 94th National Convention
where I was installed as National President. I have heard from a lot of people
remarking how they really enjoyed the
Convention.
I want to personally thank my National Convention Chairperson Chris
DiMattio, my Vice-Chairs Nino Randazzo and Joe Marino and Ad Journal
Co-Chairs Paul Along and Joe Agresti.
It wouldn’t have come about without a
great team like this. Special thanks goes
out to my Garfield Chapter and National
Office: Andre and Jenny DiMino, Pat
Pelonero, Lisa Adubato and Sue Anzelmo. In addition, all of you, the members who are the backbone of UNICO.
Congratulations to the entire Executive
Board. I am looking forward to working
with of you this year.
Since my days as a Chapter President and then District Governor, I have
always referred to UNICO as my second
family. This year I will make it my priority that each member and each Chapter
is made to feel that they are part of a
close family that honors their Italian
heritage while helping others in need.
With that in mind, I would like to connect that sense of family to my main
goal as National President, which is to
increase Membership and Retention and
Expansion. As with all families, each
member is valuable and respected, especially new members who are invited and
encouraged to join in family celebrations
and events.
As part of UNICO, I ask that all of
us look out in our community for new
members, welcoming them and showing them how to join, just as you would
welcome a new in-law or cousin to your
family. Get your young people involved;
our youth is our future. We have a new
Youth Chairperson Joya Diaz, who is the
daughter of a Point Pleasant member.
She is a college student who has been
involved with UNICO for the past five
years and agreed to help us include more
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young adults in our organization.
Membership, like families, only gets
stronger as our numbers grow and we
learn to work and serve together.
Retention is also important for each
member of our family, as well as to each
member of UNICO. Members should be
made to feel they are an integral part of
our organization, that they are a valued
part of our family. Give them a reason to
want to stay, make monthly meetings enticing and interesting and involve each
member, just as you entice your children
to come home for the holidays by having them help make the Seven Fish for
Christmas Eve or the lasagna for Thanksgiving. Do the same in your Chapter. Empower your members!
Finally, as all families do, we hope
for expansion. What is not more wanted
or treasured than a new baby to the family? That is how we should look at expanding and adding new Chapters, care
for them constantly as they start out,
help them grow and hopefully become a
dynamic part of our UNICO Family.
By the end of my year as National
President, my hope is to not only work
with all of you to increase Membership
and Retention and Expansion, but also to
try my best so that each and everyone of
you feel that you are a cherished part of
my second family here at UNICO National.
From the first day that I joined
UNICO, I believed that “Helping Our
Own” was one of the reasons that I
joined UNICO.
Besides being proud of my Italian
heritage and the willingness to serve, I
felt that we were all a part of one united
family that took care of each other and
were there when we needed one another.
At no time did I realize this more clearly
than today, when I look out and see so
many people who have helped me on the
road to becoming National President.
I want to thank the Chapter Presidents, District Governors, office staff,
Past National Presidents, and Executive
Board for guiding me these last several
years in all the workings of UNICO.
I am also thankful for the assistance I have received from so many
Chapters, committees, and chairpeople, especially the Convention
2016 Committee, and my local Garfield
Chapter, who have always supported
me and helped one of their own.
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Of course I would be no where without my friends and family, my beautiful
wife, sons and daughter, along with my
parents, who showed me the importance of heritage and treating everyone
as family. But most of all to you, each
and every member who is involved in
the good work of UNICO. I would like
to thank you for inspiring me to do even
more, become even more, in my “Service
Above Self”.
I was fortunate to witness this
“Helping Our Own” crusade in action
these last few years. In addition to supporting our national charities, scholarships and causes, UNICO was there to
“Help Our Own” when Super-storm
Sandy struck the Jersey Shore. UNICO
National reached out to those Chapters
and located members whose homes were
destroyed and provided financial assistance. When a member’s child or grandchild is sick, UNICO is there. UNICO
National has always been there for all
of us!
This year, I vow to continue to “Help
Our Own” and ask each of you to help
our own as well, especially in the area
of Membership and Retention. Lend a
hand to your fellow members, reach out
to those who might be interested in joining our organization, and help retain our
membership by respecting and involving
the quality members we already have.
“Help Our Own” see if there is a
member who is struggling, needs assistance, or is not sure of continuing
membership. Help them back on track.
Locate a town or city that could use a
UNICO Chapter and help our Expansion
Director get them chartered. Look out for
each other, take care of each other, we really are all one big family with the same
goals and values.
Please “Help Our Own”, just as you
of you have helped me become your
National President.
I will be happy to attend as many
functions for Chapters and Districts
this year. Please get in touch with me
or the National Office as soon as possible so that a calendar can be set up. As
National President, I would like to be
available to our membership whenever
possible.

UNICO National
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EXECUTIVE
Vice PRESIDENT

A message
from

Thomas Vaughan

Well, another UNICO year is underway. I am honored to serve as your
Executive Vice President and will do
my best to move our organization forward. The Convention in Chesapeake
Bay was a great combination of getting
business done and having fun with our
friends from across the country. One of
the amendments that was up for vote,
sought to allow as Associate members,
people with valid permanent resident
cards, visas, or green cards. This would
have allowed those proud of their Italian
heritage, but not citizens, the opportunity to be part of UNICO as a non-voting,
non-office holding member. There was

FIRST
Vice PRESIDENT

A message
from
Lee Norelli

Debbie and I enjoyed another outstanding National Convention this past
July. We always enjoy seeing old friends
and making new friends. This year, we
were joined by Greg and Kim Falcone
from our Greater Philadelphia Chapter.
Greg remarked that his father would
have loved to see what we, as UNICANs,
do at the Convention and would spread
the word of how much they enjoyed
meeting other members from across the
country. I encourage all members to get
involved with the National events.
I would like to salute Immediate
Past National President Dr. Ann Walko,
for her leadership this past year and congratulate Dominick Nicastro as our new
National President. I am confident he
will do an outstanding job. I would also
like the congratulate the other National
Officers and look forward to working

UNICO National

a spirited debate on the floor about this
amendment with someone noting that
non-citizens are allowed to serve in the
military, while others had concerns about
the Pledge of Allegiance that starts each
meeting. While a strong majority was in
favor, it failed to gain the two thirds approval necessary to become part of the
Constitution. It is important to remember
that only delegates can vote on constitutional amendments and that your (certified) presence at the Convention is the
only way to be a part of this process. If
you feel that a proposed amendment is
important to you, or your Chapter, you
should do what you can to attend the
Convention. I promise you won’t regret
it. Especially if you attend next year’s
Convention in Scottsdale (insert shameless plug here!).
The 2017 Convention will be held at
the J. W. Marriott Scottsdale Camelback
Inn Resort and Spa July 26-30. It is a gorgeous resort that is one of Mr. Marriott’s
favorites. We negotiated a room rate of

$99 a night, one of the most inexpensive
ever. Convention Chair Past National
President Joe Agresti researched flights
and found them to be more than reasonable. Each room is a casita with a private
deck or balcony, microwave, fridge, and
its own free parking space. We are planning a side trip to see the Red Rocks of
Sedona and will have a lot of other fun
surprises.
I am looking forward to helping new
President Dom Nicastro with his agenda.
He wants to concentrate on Membership,
Retention and Expansion. I’ve never seen
him as happy as when he was sworn in
as your National President. He’s been
waiting a long time for this and I’m sure
he will serve us well. I hope to see, and
meet, as many members as I can as I
make my way around to your events.
Don’t be afraid to come up to me and
ask questions or discuss policy. Also feel
free to email me at tvaughan@unico.org.
I promise to get back to you promptly.

with you and the National Office as we
conduct the business of UNICO.
At the Convention, I reported on the
many Chapter meetings, installation dinners, and events I had the pleasure of attending this past year. I mentioned them
because it allowed me to witness the
great work we do and would like to take
this time again to say Thank You to every
member of UNICO for your “Service
Above Self.”
This year, as First Vice President,
I am charged with supervising the
activities of the District Governors.
Fortunately, we have three outstanding Regional District Governors and
outstanding District Governors. District
Governors are the link between the Chapters and the National Office. You have
my commitment to assist you in any way
I can. Please let me know as soon as possible of your District meetings schedule.
I look forward to receiving the District
Reports and communicating with all
members. I am always available by email
at lnorelli@unico.org or by phone 609685-7860.
Together, let’s continue the great
work of UNICO.

Call To the Eastern Regional

September 2016

The Eastern Regional Meeting will
be held November 10-13, 2016 at the
Chatham Bars Inn, 297 Shore Road, Chatham, Cape Cod, MA. All members of the
Executive Committee and Eastern Region
should make every effort to attend. Registration forms and hotel information
may be found on pages 26 and 27 of this
issue.

The DEADLINE for the
Nov. 2016 Edition of ComUNICO
is Friday, October 14, 2016
Send Chapter news to UNICO National Office:
comunico@unico.org
ComUNICO will only accept high resolution digital
photos attached to an e-mail and test in MS Word as an
attachment or in the body of an e-mail.
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Messages ComUNICO
SECOND
VICE PRESIDENT

A message
from

Frank DeFrank

Fellow UNICANS,
This is my first article as your National Second Vice President. I have
been on the job for seven days, so there
is not much “Second VP News.” I have
met many UNICO members over the past
few years, and I hope to talk with many
more of you in the near future. By way of
introduction, please allow me to tell you
a little about myself:
PERSONAL:
• Born and raised in Roseto, Pennsylvania during a time when Roseto
had one of the highest concentrations of Italian-Americans in the
whole United States-over 90%
• Paternal grandparents-Nicola and
Maria (Biondo) DiFrancesco
• Maternal grandparents-Luigi and
Filomena (Confalone) Pagano
• Parents-Frank (“Lefty”) and Lucy De
Frank
• Stepbrother-Art De Thomas
• Wife-Linda (Arangio) De Frank
• Children-Angela Marie Green and

Foundation
President

A message
from

John DiNapoli

On Thursday July 28, 2016 the
Board of Trustees of the UNICO FOUNDATION met at the HYATT REGENCY
HOTEL in Cambridge, Maryland.
Treasurer Michael Spano reviewed
the financial statements as of June 30,
2016. Total funds in various accounts
of the Foundation totaled $3,010,894.
Eclipsing the $3,000,000 mark, was a
major milestone for the Foundation. All
of the Trustees were very proud of this
accomplishment. A copy of the report is
available at the National Office.
Chris DiMattio presented the Spend-
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Nicholas M. De Frank
Grandchildren-Taylor and Zachary
Green, and Anthony, Dominic, and
Rocco De Frank (another De Frank
boy coming in early November
2016!)
EDUCATION:
• Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Grade
School and Pius X High School in
Roseto, Pennsylvania-Senior Class
Valedictorian
• Lehigh University-BS In Fundamental Science (Biochemistry)-with
highest honors
• M.D. Degree-Milton S. Hershey Medical Center of the Pennsylvania State
University
• Residency training in family practice
at the Washington Hospital in Washington, Pennsylvania
WORK HISTORY:
• In essence, I have been a family
medicine physician for 33 years; currently working with the Easton Medical Group in Easton, Pennsylvania
• Vice Chairman of Physician Advisory Council, Easton Medical Group
• Serving on Physician Leadership
Group at Easton Hospital, Easton, PA
• UNICO HISTORY:
• Member of the Roseto Chapter of
UNICO National since 1985
• Chapter President for the past six+ years

•

ing Policy for the 21st Century Fund.
Most Foundations donate 4% to 5%
of their funds, and we will follow that
plan. This policy also guarantees the
funding of the current named UNICO
Scholarships. The spending policy was
approved.
A new scholarship was established
by John Alessio and his family. More
details will be coming forth on this new
scholarship.
The Rutledge History of Italian
Americans (Seton Hall Book Project) will
be published in the spring of 2017. The
UNICO Logo will be on the back cover.
The Foundation donated $50,000 to this
project.
The Trustees approved the following
Grants:
COOLEY’S ANEMIA
$10,000
ITALIAN STUDIES
$1,000
MENTAL HEALTH
$15,681
TORRACO FOOD BANK $8,500

There were five positions on the
Board of Trustees that were up for elections. Three existing Trustees were
re-elected. They were John Alati, John
DiNapoli and Mario Giovannucci. Two
new members were elected to the Board.
They are Chris DiMattio and Maria Teresa Morrison.
The Trustees met to elect the officers
for the current year. They were as follows:
John J. DiNapoli-President
John Alati-Vice President
James DeSpenza-Treasurer
Peter Pettinato-Secretary
If anyone has any question regarding
the UNICO Foundation, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
PLEASE REMEMBER UNICO IN
YOUR ESTATE PLANNING.

•
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UNICO National V Foundation chairman for the past two years
• UNICO National Benjamin Cottone
Medical School scholarship chairman for three years
• Served on several other UNICO National Committees
PERSONAL COMMENTS:
Neither of my parents were able
to advance their education passed the
8th grade- they both came from large
families and needed to go to work (“The
Great Depression”). They were not able
to help me much with high school studies; however, they both instilled in me
much more important values-faith in
God, a strong work ethic, respect for self
and others, the importance of personal
integrity, and the significance of family.
Our family certainly lived the ItalianAmerican tradition and culture and I
have tried to instill these in my children
and grandchildren.
It is my honor and privilege to serve
UNICO National and its members as
its National Second Vice President for
2016/2017. I pledge to work hard together with other UNICO leaders to advance membership in, awareness of, and
respect for our great organization and
heritage.
Thank you for your attention and
consideration!

UNICO National

ComUNICO Messages

Chaplain

A message
from
Fr. Robert Wolfee
The Book of Wisdom was written at
a time when Greek culture and influence
were spreading everywhere and affecting
faith, values and behavior. Many Jewish
people liked the “progressive” outlooks,
the changes in morality, the acceptability
of things that their more traditional faith
and values saw as immoral or dangerous
to a holy life. The writer of the Book of
Wisdom wanted to encourage his readers
to see a difference between these new
values and traditional Jewish values,
and to choose their Jewish faith despite
the allure of Greek philosophy and
values. It was not easy to ignore a very

Membership
& Retention

A message
from

Anthony Bengivenga

Having just come off our awesome
National Convention in Cambridge,
Maryland on the Chesapeake, I am so
proud to serve another year as your
National Membership and Retention Director. Great things happened last year
under the guidance of our Past National
President Dr. Ann Walko and with the
seamless passing of the national leadership to President Dominick Nicastro,
there will be great things happening this
year as well. As Italian Americans, we
know how to make things happen.
At the National Convention, I held
a joint Membership and Retention Committee workshop with our Expansion

popular culture and live what many had
come to see as antiquated beliefs. Choosing the path outlined by God is a true act
of wisdom.
The Book of Wisdom could have
been written for us today. To choose the
path of faith involves the risk that people
might laugh at us or make fun of us. The
Book of Wisdom reminds us that our
ancestors chose God’s way despite every
reason not to, simply because they believed that God would keep the promises
he made to them. They did their best to
make their actions pleasing to him and
productive of whatever he wanted to accomplish in and through them. We are
encouraged to take the risk of seeing the
world with Christian eyes and to live accordingly, to stand up for the values of
our religion and follow these values.
Throughout his public ministry,
Jesus sought to instill in the hearts of his
followers the confidence, which comes
through faith and trust. He called people
to put their faith into action. He told

them to value the kingdom of God over
everything else, sacrificing all in order to
attain it.
To do work as Jesus’ disciples, we
must have confidence. Our confidence
is built up when we believe in the words
and example of Jesus and in the examples of our ancestors. Christian faith
is a conviction that leads people to trust
God and commit themselves to him, regardless of what may happen. True faith
cannot be cool and aloof. To be authentic
and mature, it must move from conviction to confidence to commitment and
action. When we give our lives over to
God in faith, we have hope and confidence. Like the believers of the past, we
too have been called to cling to the hope
of a future that may seem too good to be
true. Like believers in the past, we too
are expected to be steadfast in our faith,
even when we see no signs of fulfillment.
Will we pass the test?
God bless.

Director, Nino Randazzo. The workshop
was attended by officers and members of
various Chapters from around the country and was extremely productive. I look
forward to a joint workshop again at the
Mid-Year Board Meeting.
September is the start of a season
that is especially exciting for UNICANS.
It is the time of year when we really get
to take pride in showing off our Italian
heritage as preparations for the Italian
Heritage month of October begin. There
is a saying in Italian “Gl’Italiani lo fanno
meglio” (Italians do it better). Whether
it is fashion, architecture, music or even
ceremonies and celebrations, Italians do
it better indeed! UNICO Chapters and
Districts around the country will once
again be participating in community
flag-raisings, heritage ceremonies, and
parades during the Columbus Day weekend. Many Chapters that participate in
these events have had success attracting
new members by having a table or booth
representing their local Chapter where

existing members can answer questions
and offer information to prospective
new members. If you are interested in
have such a table or booth, our National
Office can provide you with many helpful things including pamphlets about
UNICO. UNICO merchandise can be
seen on our national website www.
UNICO.org.
I continue to encourage everyone to
contact me if you have any suggestions
about membership or if you wish to plan
an Italian Heritage event with the help of
the National Office. If you wish for me to
attend and speak at one of your District
or Chapter meetings, I will gladly do so
or send one of our committee members
if I am unable. My e-mail address is anthony@bengivenga.com, and my phone
number is 732-310-6031.
In closing, I would like to say that I
look forward to seeing as many of you as
possible during the coming year. Grazie
e un abbraccio a tutti! Thanks and a hug
to all of you.

Celebrate Columbus Day!
UNICO National

September 2016
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Messages ComUNICO
Scholarships

A message
from

Joan Tidona

A Lasting Tradition
Our National Scholarship Program is
an integral part of the UNICO identity;
historically, our first philanthropic endeavor. As we encourage learning, we
continue a tradition initiated by Dr. Vastola and the founding members.
Our commitment to this principle
is strongly apparent in our efforts to
provide assistance to deserving young
students. Virtually every Chapter, and
many Districts offer grants for education.
UNICO National scholarships are highly
valued and sought after. As the cost of
higher education continues to spiral, the
importance of the support we provide is
widely recognized.
For 2016, UNICO National offered
14 scholarships, to benefit 28 students.
We have provided $81,750 in awards.
Our members and benefactors have great
reason to be proud of this remarkable

Heritage and
Culture

A message
from
Mary Teresa
Morrison

WE THE ITALIANS!
A PROUD AND
PASSIONATE RACE

But why so? What makes us so
fervent? Family unity? Pride in our ancestry? Our history? Respect for our parents, grandparents?
Is this inherent in us, or are we following the example of those we admire,
those who fearlessly led the way: explorers, soldiers, immigrants?
However, our legacy goes beyond
this. Giosue Carducci, the great poet and
literary historian of the “OTTOCENTO”
(originally an atheist) sought his inspira-
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support of learning and the far-reaching
empowerment it encourages.
A total of 303 individual candidates
applied for the undergraduate offerings. Since entrants submitted for all
four programs, 1,212 applications were
considered. The number of applications
presented for our other scholarships
equaled 123, submitted by 84 candidates. In all, 1,335 applications were
evaluated.
Italian Americans fully understand
that education is an essential investment
in the future. We know, that as we help
talented young people to realize their
aspirations, we also benefit society by
encouraging our recipients to become
productive adults.
Newly established UNICO National
scholarships are fully funded by our
patrons. Traditional programs are underwritten by interest generated by a corpus
account, supplemented by member donations. Owing to careful investments
and Chapter support, we have been able
to fully finance these programs, in recent years, without invading the corpus.
This was not always the case. If we are
to continue our success, donations are
essential. The earlier programs cannot
exist without the support of Chapters,
Districts and individuals who provide

funding. I am confident our members do
not want us to lose these offerings.
Grazie mille to our generous 2015/16
contributors. Un buon inizio è metà della
battaglia. A good start is half the battle.
NJ District X, Kearny, NJ, Hackensack, NJ,
Brookhaven, NY ,Ladies of Kearny, NJ,
Westwood, NJ, Rutherford, NJ,,Stamford,
CT,,Orange/West Orange, NJ, Belleville
ACES, NJ,,Woodcliff Lake, NJ, North
Shore, LI, Scranton, PA, Saddle Brook,
NJ, Chicago South, IL, DE District I, Nutley, NJ, Clark, NJ, Passaic Valley, NJ,
Waterbury, CT, Keystone, PA,
Lou and Celeste Pandolfi, Victor Damato,
Chris and Ann DiMattio, Ralph Torraco,
Robert Tarte, Alessio Family, Frank and
Joan Tidona
To acknowledge the contributions of
our members to the Scholarship Fund,
we will continue to issue certificates
of appreciation to those donating a
minimum of $500. Chapters contributing $1,000 or more will receive a banner
patch.
Now, if you didn’t find your Chapter/name on the list: NOT A PROBLEM!
There is still time. Do what you can, but
please do something. Remember: “Non è
mai troppo ritardato per fare buon.” It is
never too late to do good. And as Italian
Americans, we value our traditions.

tion in the classics and in the greatness
of Rome, often imitating the poetic style
of Horace and Virgil, exalting the major
events of Italian history. In his work
“Comincia la Storia del Popolo Italiano”
(one of the many works which we will
reference as this column proceeds) he
gives a poetic vision of Italy and the
Italians as they emerge from the Middle
Ages.
The greatness of the Roman Empire has been nurtured and preserved
through the Renaissance and beyond by
our esteemed writers, philosophers, scientists and inventors, all of whom have
continued the legacy begun more than
two millennia ago.
Even our beautiful Italian language,
based on that of the Roman “elite” and
scholars (preserved and fostered by the
Roman Catholic Church, thus an “Italianized” pronunciation) has been the
root and inspiration of other languages.
Spanish, for example, spoken in so
many different parts of the world and in

so many variations, has roots in Latin,
yet was promulgated by the discoveries of Christopher Columbus and other
“Italian” explorers who sailed with the
financial support of monarchs from other
realms.
Thus, the Renaissance (born in
Florence) was the “sun” shining on the
horizon which heralded the dawn of humanism and the revival of learning.
SO MANY REASONS TO BE PROUD!
We have only just begun to explore!
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95th Annual Convention
July 26 - July 29, 2017
JW Marriott Scottsdale
Camelback Inn
Resort and Spa
UNICO National

ComUNICO Messages

Comunico
Editor

A message
from

Pat Pelonero

Welcome to September and another UNICO year! September starts
so many activities for both National,
Districts and Chapters. Welcome to
Dominick and Alina as are new President and First Lady. Welcome to our
new members that have joined the
National ranks and I hope your year
will be a productive and happy one.
The National Office will be starting our Italian Classes again. We are
adding a second class for those participants from last year, giving them
an opportunity to continue where
they left off. The program was so
well received last year that we hope
to grow it and keep the Italian language and culture alive for the membership close to the National Office.
For Chapters and Districts not in our
immediate area that might like to do
something similar, please give the
National Office a call and we will
give you some good tips on how you
can run the same type of program in
your own area. It was a tremendous
amount of fun and a great way to
spend a few hours a week.
I would like to extend our heartfelt condolences to the victims of the
earthquake in Amatrice, Italy. The
devastation was horrendous and we
hope that the residents of the area
will be able to cope and find places
to live in the future. The National
Office is taking donations for the
disaster relief fund. You and anyone you know can donate by check,
credit card and on the web-site home
page by clicking on the PayPal donation button. The National Office will
be working with Umberto Mucci who
lives in Rome, Italy to find an avenue to assist the victims where it is
most needed.
The Eastern Regional meeting is
booked for the Chatham Bars Inn Resort and Spa in Chatham, Cape Cod,

UNICO National

MA. It is a beautiful venue and one
of the “Leading Hotels of the World”
and a great picturesque area. We
hope to see everyone there and look
forward to a great experience with
our UNICO Family. The hotel and
registration forms have been sent
out. If you need assistance or have
any questions please give the National Office a call.
If your Chapter or District would
like the National President to visit,
please get in touch with the National
Office as soon as possible. With
110 Chapters and 31 Districts the
President’s calendar fills up quickly.
Dominick would like to oblige all
that ask, but obviously there will be
conflicts, so getting your request in
quickly will help.
Please be assured that the National Office staff is here to assist
you in all your needs. Give us a call,
or e-mail us with questions and issues. We will work on getting you
answers and resolutions to issues.
We hope everyone enjoys Columbus Day this year, whether you
attend a parade, lay a wreath or raise
a flag it is important to keep the Italian Heritage alive.
Ciao until next issue!

The “V”
Foundation

A message
from

Frank DeFrank

I am extremely happy to report that
we received almost $35,000 in pledges
at our recent Convention in Maryland.
This puts our current fund total at about
$40,000. I humbly request that all Chapters support Cancer research via our “V”
Foundation connection. Please support
“V” Foundation fund-raisers and even
consider sponsoring one in your town!
UNICO appreciates all you do for this
great charity!!
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811 E. Linden Ave. • Linden, NJ 07036
— Established in 1920 —

Dee Villani
President

Phone (908) 862-3333 • Fax: (908) 474-8058
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Author Richard Muti Wows UNICO Audiences
Twenty UNICO Chapters – including Scranton, Keystone, Hazelton, Hackensack, Brick, Point Pleasant Beach, Livingston,
Waterbury, Bridgeport and Greater Binghamton – have already scheduled author Richard Muti’s widely acclaimed Italian heritage
presentation on the life and career of Frank Sinatra, without question the 20th century’s greatest entertainer. And the reviews have
been uniformly great.
“A stellar presentation,” said Mark McDade, Pennsylvania District II Governor. “It was like learning information about a beloved family member,” said Guy DiNapoli, Hackensack UNICO President. “You captured everyone’s attention,” said John Barbieri,
Passaic Valley UNICO President. Dr. Joseph V. Scelsa, Founder and President of the Italian American Museum in New York’s Little
Italy, was equally enthusiastic.
“Richard Muti’s presentation on Frank Sinatra and his Italian American heritage provided for a most enjoyable and informative evening for those in attendance,” Dr. Scelsa said. “The audience was in rapt attention and he received an enthusiastic round
of applause. I recommend Mr. Muti for a similar program to any organization interested in learning about the Italian American
connection to Francis Albert Sinatra, especially my friends at UNICO.”
Richard Muti is a graduate of the United States Naval Academy, Harvard Business School and Rutgers Law School. He is a
former Navy pilot, a former assistant Bergen County prosecutor and a former mayor of Ramsey, New Jersey, his hometown. He also
served on the Ramsey Board of Education for six years and has taught at three New Jersey universities. Muti has more than 100
publishing credits, including six books and featured articles in New Jersey Monthly, The New York Times, and New Jersey Lawyer.
After each free presentation, Muti autographs copies of his latest book, “Cent’Anni – The Sinatra Legend at 100,” and for each
one purchased at the event, Muti donates $5.00 to the host chapter. He can be contacted at richardmuti@aol.com or 201-755-6397
to schedule a program.

Wethersfield, CT
The Wethersfield Chapter recently held their Annual Book Award Dinner. Over $10,000 in book awards were presented to
local high school seniors to purchase college textbooks.

Nick Deramo congratulates Lindsay Varney.

UNICO National Executive Vice
President Tom Vaughan congratulates
Alexander Bondi.

President Emidio Pizzoferrato and Teresa
Capalbo pose in front of the Chapter
banner.

New Chapter President Joe Spinoso
is presented the gavel by outgoing
President Emidio Pizzoferrato.

UNICO National
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Tony Martino presents a check to
Christina DeAngelo.

President Emidio Pizzoferrato (r)
welcomes new members Audrey
Saharek, Craig Saharek and Rich Amenta.
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News ComUNICO
Denville, NJ
The Denville Chapter took part in
the 35th Anniversary of the Denville
Rotary Street Festival. Many food and
clothing vendors lined Broadway. Right
in the middle of all the action were the
members of the Denville Chapter, selling
hot dogs and hamburgers to the hungry crowd. Despite the rainy weather,
the Chapter earned a nice profit selling
“burgers and dogs”, which will be donated to local charities and families in
need. The Denville Chapter is looking
forward to participating again next year
in this well attended event!

Denville Chapter is all set up and ready to
sell hot dogs and hamburgers at the local
Street Festival.

Joan DeCroce from the Cooks Pond
Senior Housing Development in Denville
was in need of a walker to get around.
When Gino LoIacono heard about this
need of Joan’s, he immediately jumped
into action. Gino started making phone
calls and within hours Joan had her
walker.
Joan has always helped the Denville
Chapter by coordinating the delivery of
food baskets that the Chapter gives out to
families in need during the holiday season. “We were so happy to help Joan in
her time of need, as she has always been
there to help others” said LoIacono.

Manchester, MA

From left: Morris Borea, Tom Vaughan
and Chapter President Peter Miller at
The Manchester Chapter’s Italian Night
outdoor concert.

Gino LoIacono helps Joan DeCroce find
a new walker.

The Chapter’s Annual Golf Tournament
was held recently and was a sell out with
144 golfers in attendance. President Peter
Miller presents $7,500 to Kurt Knotts,
Development Coordinator at Connecticut
Children’s Medical Center Foundation.

President Pat Strocchia shows off his
burger flipping technique!

Anthony Fontanarosa worked a long
day from setting up early in the morning
to making burgers to keep up with the
demands of the hungry patrons.
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Denville Chapter members supported the
Passaic / Clifton Chapter at UNICO Day
at the Beachcomber Bar & Grill. Relaxing
at the bar are Pat Trentacost Passaic /
Clifton member and Denville members
Lou Mattaliano, Victoria Trentacost and
Sherrylynn Trotta.

Sherrylynn Trotta, Pat Trentacost and Lou
Mattaliano hanging with the band at the
Passaic / Clifton UNICO Day beach party.
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Granby, CT

The Granby Chapter awarded five
scholarships of $1,000 each at the Granby
High School Awards ceremony. From left:
Mario Dei Dolori, Joy Marx, Samantha
Bates, Rachel Damanico, Alyssa Grimaldi,
Dominic Pagano and Kristen Perry.
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Carbondale, PA

This September 16, Carbondale UNICO
will honor eight past presidents with a
Black-Tie Affair. Committee members
from left: Charlotte Connor, Patti Morrell,
Mary Ann Kearney, Terri Pettinato, Past
National President Glenn Pettinato,
Mary Monahan, Lisa Criscera, President
Yvonne Gatto and Mary Lynn Brannon.

Past National President Glenn Pettinato
presides over the installation of officers
for the Carbondale Chapter. From left:
Maggie Pettinato, Dr. Peter Pettinato,
Terri Pettinato, Richard Ruggiero, Mary
Ann Kearney, Patty Calabro, Mary Lynn
Brannon, Glenn Pettinato, and Brian Durkin.

The Chapter awarded academic
scholarships to Carbondale Area High
School graduates. Sara Vadella will
attend West Chester University to major
in biology and chemistry, and Nick
Pugliese will attend Wilkes University to
major in mechanical engineering. From
left: Chip Calabro, Tom Gatto, Jerry
Arnese, Peter Pettinato, Glenn Pettinato,
Ms. Vadella, Mr. Pugliese and Chapter
President Brian Durkin.

Yvonne Gatto proudly accepts the oath of
office as President of the Carbondale Chapter.
She is accompanied by her husband, Past
President Tom Gatto. Mrs. Gatto is the first
women president of the Chapter.

Rent a Car
Discount
Corporate Account #V652167

Comp Membership in Preferred Service

Visit www.avisawards.com

Discount good for all UNICO members & non-member, year around.

The third annual Ladies Day Out holiday
shopping extravaganza is scheduled for
November 20. This major fund raising
event supports those in need in the
Carbondale Area. Chapter members who
are planning this event gather for a photo
during a meeting at the Carbondale
Public Library.

Lackawanna County Sheriff Mark
McAndrew takes the UNICO oath as he
is installed into the Chapter by newly
elected President Yvonne Gatto.

We Solve Your Tax Problems!

the taxadvocate group
Salvatore p. Candela

taX SpeCIaLISt ea, rfC, aba, ata
taX preparatIOn & repreSentatIOn

Visit: www.thetaxadvocategroup.com

Email: scandela@thetaxadvocategroup.com

(877) Tax-1040
Fax: (718) 894-4476
75-16 Metropolitan Ave.
Middle Village, NY 11379
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Welcome New Members
Congratulations and welcome to UNICO National-the largest Italian American Service Organization.
The National Office Staff looks forward to meeting all of you in the near future.
July
AVON
Anthony F. Pastizzo

GARFIELD
Vincent Caravello

BETHLEHEM
Mark Marino

HARRISON
Orlando Xavier

BRICK
Joseph Cavallaro, Sr.
Susan Chobor
Lucille Gaudeli
Rose Mazzocchi
Krisanne Messina
Frank Petrulla
Hyla Saladino
Maryann Tomborello

HIGHLAND BEACH
Carmen Maria Hamza
Lucia G. Maggiore
Anita Simonetti

BRISTOL
Charles Chrystal, Jr.
CLARK
Kelsey Briscese
Mia Campanella
Brittany Carmino
Michael De Marco
Francine Marzano
Vincent Marzano
Katrina Notarmaso
Molly Panetta
Anthony Rizzuto
Dominique Smith
Stephanie Visconti

ISLIP/SMITHTOWN
Samantha Meneilly

MONTVILLE
Daniel Conca
Mark Conca
John M. Eckert
Audrey Templeton
ORANGE / W. ORANGE
Michael D’Agostino
PEQUANNOCK
Salvatore Pagliarulo
Paul Soriero
PHILADELPHIA
Dennis Biondo
Mario S. D Adamo
Frank Fioranauti
Gina Rago
George Richezza
Robert S. Stavola, Jr.

KEYSTONE
Christina M. Brannon
Francis R. Cicci
Kevin J. Cicci
Jason R. Collins
Raymond Coolbaugh
Joseph Ligi
Frances Malinowski
LIVINGSTON
Anthony Critelli
MARIN
Vicki Figone

REHOBOTH AREA
Nela Davies
Charlotte Verciglio
ROCKAWAY TOWNSHIP
Dave Chromey

SCRANTON
Yolanda Battaglia
Gina Bennington
Jane Casagrande
Louis Casagrande
Mark A. Cordelli
Teresa Cordelli
Carmela Crupi
Leah Farino
George M. Fueshko
Barbara A. Roberts
Michelle Stark
Anthony R. Summa
A. Clarice Zaydon
ST. JOE’S H. S.
MONTVALE
Michael Neglia
WEST SPRINGFIELD
Carlee Santaniello
WESTFIELD
Stephanie Fleming
Rico Micioni
James S. Monticello
WILKES BARRE
Marilyn L. Ascani

August
BLOOMFIELD
Stephen H. Milazzo

HAZLETON
Dominique A. Adamczyk

NORTH SHORE
Robert O. Longo

BRICK
Jane R. Cavallaro

KANSAS CITY
Lucas Ingala

PASSAIC/CLIFTON
Andrea De Luca

SPRINGFIELD
Robert Accorsi
David A. Chase
Matthew H. Ferri
Michael Raffaele

CHICAGO W. SUBURBAN
Wayne Ferrera

KEYSTONE
Megan Desarno
Teresa Profera Karsnak

SCRANTON
Joseph R. Bevilacqua

UNION
Donna Costa

SOUTHINGTON
Mark Berardi
Marco Longo
Benito Perone

WILKES BARRE
Rosemary Hieronymous
James Joseph Modano
Matthew Sciabacucchi

DELMARVA
Paula M. Corso
GREATER RAMSEY
Cindy Grosso
Scott Grosso
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LONGMEADOW
Joel H. Dolce
NATIONAL
John Alessio
Julie Andrzejewski
Elisa Coccia
September 2016
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Fairfield, NJ

HAVE YOU FILED YOUR
990 FORM WITH THE IRS?
Nutley, NJ
In June, the Nutley Chapter ended
a very successful year under the direction of President Bob Montanino. Many
new members joined the Chapter creating a good balance between veteran and
new members. We look forward to adding their enthusiasm and interest to our
group. Bob is passing the gavel to incoming President Sal Ferraro.
Tom Sposato was recently honored as
our Outstanding Achievement Award recipient for his service to the Chapter and
to the community in a variety of philanthropic activities and events. Debbie Bellucci and Sergio Marricone were selected
as “Co-UNICAN of the Year” recipients,
and Don Russoniello was presented the
2016 Mille Grazie Award. Scholarship
Committee Chairman, Alan Genitempo,
coordinated the committee’s 2016 activities from review of the applications, to
the selection process to the presentation
of over $32,000 in scholarships to deserving Nutley graduating seniors.
Dan and Cathy Marucci coordinated
the successful “Christmas Eve in July”
Night. Dan did most of the shopping,
cooking and presentation of the “Feast of
the Fishes”. Dan assisted in the dinner
presentations at all of our monthly meetings as part of our Culture & Heritage
initiative arranging for the preparation of
a variety of dishes from different regions
of Italy at each meeting. He also preceded
the meal with an explanation of the derivation of each region’s foods.
Twenty-Five year members were recognized. They included Bob Montanino,
Marie Solimo, Anthony Biondi, Jr., Dr.
Frank Cocchiola, Jr. and Nutley Mayor
Dr. Joseph Scarpelli.
The Chapter was selected and honored at a special dinner as the recipient
of the prestigious Mattia Community
Service Award. This award has been presented since 1972, and Nutley UNICO is
the 6th group to be selected.

UNICO National

A group of Nutley UNICANS enjoy the
food and festivities at the annual July
“Christmas Eve in July” event.

The Fairfield Chapter presented
three High School graduates with scholarships at a recent meeting. The recipients are Sabrina Puleo graduating from
Montville Township High School attending Fordham University at Lincoln Center, Brianna Robertiello graduating from
Montville Township High School attending University of Tampa and Isabella
Russo graduating from West Essex High
School attending Felician University.

Cathy and Dan Marucci organized and
prepared the “Feast of the Fishes”.

From left: Amedeo Pineta, Cindy Puleo,
Sabrina Puleo, Bruce Puleo, Leonard
Russo, President Vincent Russoto and
Tony Polifonte.

Outgoing President Bob Montanino (l)
welcomes the incoming President Sal
Ferrara to the office.

From left; Leonard Russo, Amedeo
Pineta, Brianna Robertiello, Pete
Robertiello, President Vincent Russoto
and Tony Polifonte.

From left: Bob Montanino, Anthony
Biondi, Jr., Marie Solimo, Dr. Frank
Cocchiola, Jr. and Dr. Joseph Scarpelli
are recognized for their 25 years
as members.

From left: Amedeo Pineta, Sophia
Russo, Isabella Russo, Dr. Leonard
Russo, President Vincent Russoto and
Tony Polifonte.

September 2016
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News ComUNICO
Passaic Valley, NJ

From the left: Eastern Regional District
Governor Steve Pelonero, Past National
President Joe Agresti, Jean Chomko,
Sal Benvenuti, UNICO National President
Dominick Nicastro, Eileen Wood,
Dominick Bucci and Joyce O’Hara.
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From the left: Past National President Joe
Agresti, Jean Chomko, Joyce O’Hara, Sal
Benvenuti, Eileen Wood, Dominick Bucci
and Eastern Regional District Governor
Steve Pelonero.
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Wethersfield, CT

From left: George D’Esopo, Tony
Santucci, and Sal Farinella get into the
summer mood at a recent meeting.
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St. Louis, MO

Pittsfield, MA

The St. Louis Chapter recently
held our 2016 Alphonse Lordo Memorial Golf Classic Four-Person Team
Scramble at Tapawingo National Golf
Club in St. Louis, Missouri. Immediately following golf, dinner was served,
both live and silent actions were held
and tournament prizes were awarded.
We had a great turn out and everyone
enjoyed a fun day of golf!

Pittsfield Chapter
Awards Scholarships

Registration area.

From left: Joseph Palazzo, Jack
Allensworth, Gabriele Lancia, Chapter
President Jim Ferrante and Paul Urzi.

In a recent ceremony the Pittsfield
UNICO Scholarship Committee in conjunction with the Paul Capitanio Scholarship Committee, awarded their annual
scholarships. The Pittsfield Chapter,
chaired by Julie Salatino, awarded fifteen
thousand dollars in scholarships. The Paul
J. Capitanio Jr. Memorial Football Scholarship committee, chaired by past Chapter
president Paul Capitanio Sr., awarded five
scholarships of $1000 each. Since 1987
the Pittsfield Chapter has given out over
$285,000 in scholarships throughout Berkshire County.

Past National President Michael Spano
addressed St. Louis Chapter members,
golfers and guests.

Recipients of Pittsfield Chapter Scholarships.

Josephine Lancia sells raffle tickets.
Chapter President Jim Ferrante
introduced News Talk FM 97.1 Radio host
Dave Glover.

Montclair, NJ
Paul Capitanio scholarship recipients from
left: Cody Ciepela, Will Burnette, Dalton
Peck, Wyatt Burnette, Shane Cronin and
donors Beth and Paul Capitanio.

Donate to the

Congratulations to Chris Sanna and
his family, the 2016 Alphonse Lordo
Memorial UNICO Golf Classic honoree.
On behalf of the St. Louis Chapter Chris
Sanna was presented a check in the
amount of $1,000 to help with ongoing
expenses. From left: Chris Sanna and
Dave Glover.

UNICO National

Montclair Chapter Officers were
sworn in recently by New Jersey
District IV Governor Sal Ingallina.
From left: Michael Caggiano, Adriana
O’Toole, Chapter President Marie Rose
Basaracco and Sal Ingallina.
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UNICO Foundation
Today!

Send tax deductible checks to:
UNICO Foundation
271 US Highway 46 West
Suite F-103

Fairfield, New Jersey 07004
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News ComUNICO
Marlboro, NY

Brookhaven, NY
A group from the Brookhaven Chapter recently visited the 9/11 Memorial
and Museum in New York. The group
spent three hours at the museum, and
had dinner at LaNonna in Little Italy.
After dinner, several members visited
the Italian American Museum where
they saw an art exhibit, “Play Ball” with
paintings by Vincent Scilla, and heard a
presentation on Italian American Heritage by Dr. Joseph V. Scelsa.

Brookhaven Chapter Group at La
Nonna Restaurant.

Italian Heritage Lecture by Dr. Joseph
V. Scelsa.

The Brookhaven Chapter held its
annual meeting at Mather Hospital. Dr.
David Shenouda, DO, a cardiologist with
Three Village Cardiology gave an interesting presentation on heart disease. The
annual gift to the hospital was presented
to Ms. Nancy Uzo.

Marlboro Chapter members work at their
annual picnic and tomato contest.

Dr. Shenouda, D.O., Cardiologist lecturing
on Heart Disease.
Event judges include from left: Russ
Parks, Frank Sinatra, Jerry Biviano, Past
National President Joe Agresti, Dickie
Messina and Willie Biggins.

Chapter President Gary Lombardi
presents a check to Nancy Uzo of Mather
Hospital.

Kearny, NJ
KEARNY CHAPTER VISITS
ELLIS ISLAND
Members of the Kearny Chapter
recently visited Ellis Island. With Chapter President Joe Sgalia serving as tour
guide, members visited the National
Museum of Immigration located in
the restored Main Building. Members
toured the many exhibit galleries and
also viewed the film Island of Hope/
Island of Tears. After lunch, members
visited the American Immigrant Wall of
Honor. The ferry trip back Liberty State
Park circled The Statue of Liberty.
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From left: Chapter President Joe Sgalia,
Ida Nigro, Celeste Pandolfi, Theresa
Trucillo, Judy Hyde (seated) Lou Pandolfi
and JoAnn Mitchell.
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The Kitchen crew cooks up pasta and fresh
sauce. From left: Lenny Scaturo, Nick
Magliatata, Dickie Messina, Past National
President Joe Agresti, Rich Gerentine,
Anthony Porpiglia and John Scoppa.

From left: Annette Biviano, Rose Greco,
Jennie Greco Top row; Beverly Gizzi
Lutkins, Arlene Agresti and Carmella Greco.
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Greater Binghamton, NY

Dr. Felix and Jean DeSio present UNICO
National President Dr. Ann Walko with a
gift from the Chapter.
The Greater Binghamton Chapter
presented the 2016 Angelo Zuccolo
Scholarships. From left: Nick Pianella,
Marielle Zuccolo representing her late
father, awardees Tate Ackerman and
Sarah Mieczkowski, UNICO National
President Dr. Ann Walko and Binghamton
Chapter President Dr. Felix DeSio.

The Scranton Chapter recently installed
Carmela Crupi. Standing from left: Mike
Rescigno, Alice Vanston, Carmela Crupi,
Jerry Healy and Past National President
Chris DiMattio.

Scranton, PA

The Scranton Chapter presents Jack
Trapani with the Al Dante Distinguished
Service Award. From left: Jack Trapani,
Mike Rescigno and Lisa Dante Bieri.
Members of UNICO National made
the journey to Binghamton for the
presentation of the Annual Angelo
Zuccolo Scholarships. From left: Bob
Tarte UNICO Eastern Regional District
Governor, Scholarship awardees Tate
Ackerman and Sarah Mieczkowski,
UNICO National President Dr. Ann Walko,
Greater Binghamton Chapter President
Dr. Felix DeSio and Anthony Bengivenga
UNICO National Membership and
Retention Director.

UNICO National President Dr. Ann Walko
swears in Dr. Felix DeSio as President
of the Greater Binghamton Chapter for
2016-2017.

UNICO National

The Scranton Chapter recently installed
Jim Baress as Chapter President. From
left: Father Sam Ferretti, Jim Baress,
Chapter President; Elaine Baress, Mike
Rescigno, Dr. Frank DeFrank and Chris
DiMattio, Past National President.
The Scranton Chapter presents Bill Buckley
with the Presidential Service Award. From
left: Bill Buckley and Mike Rescigno.

The Scranton Chapter Ladies Auxiliary
installed their officers. From left: Patti
Montalbano, Diane Alberigi, Danelle Hogan,
Joanne Quattrone, Julie Yando, Virginia
Rescign and President Gayle DeAntona.
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The Ladies Auxiliary hosted Baby Shower
for St. Joseph’s Center Baby Pantry.
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News ComUNICO
Paramus, NJ

Hackensack, NJ

Union, NJ
The Union Chapter held its annual
installation of new members and the
First Annual Carmen T. Scialfa Service
Above Self Award, which was presented
to Sergeant Michael Boll of the Union
Township Police Department at Cioffi’s
Restaurant in Union, New Jersey.

Alexis Iula was the top fund-raiser of all
participants in The Relay for Life. She
raised $9,150 for the Paramus UNICO
Team. She did this to support her
grandmother and all cancer survivors.
The Paramus Team raised over $16,000.

The Hackensack Chapter recently held its
annual scholarship dinner. The chapter
gave out sixteen scholarships. A great
job was done by Chairperson Lucy
Stamilla, and her committee. Pictured
is Alexandria Borrelli with Hackensack
Chapter President Guy Di Napoli.

The new Hackensack Chapter President
Barbara Ricca, was sworn in by then
Executive Vice President Dominick Nicastro.
Alexis and Kayla Iula were two of our
youngest team members.

From left: Carl Scialfa and Sergeant
Michael Boll, recipient of the First
Annual Carmen T. Scialfa Service
Above Self Award.

San Antonio, TX

Hackensack Chapter members attend the
Convention. Front to rear: Ralph Contini,
Mike D’Arminio Donna Fama, Joanne and
Guy Di Napoli, Pat and Joe Ruggiero and
Angela Mariniello.
The Paramus Chapter awarded
scholarships to three deserving
college bound students. From left:
Anthony Rosalyn, Nikki Romaglia and
Joseph Cafone.
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From left: Anne Caswell, Phyllis
Monguso, Robert Tarte, Eastern Regional
District Governor; Fernando Vissani and
Maria Lombardino.
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President Richard Lanigan (c) of the
San Antonio Chapter with officers and
members at lunch at Fratellos.
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ComUNICO Rules and Guidelines
The following are ComUNICO Rules
that must be strictly adhered to in order
for a Chapter and/or a Committee’s submissions to be included in an issue of
ComUNICO:
1. Each Chapter is limited to 300
words per issue. This includes the number of words in a column and captions.
2. The only titles to be included
in captions are for National Officers
and Chapter Presidents. Do not identify
other Chapter Officers by title.
3. If more than 10 people appear in
a picture, do not identify each of them.
4. Abbreviations are not to be
used. The only title to be abbreviated is
Vice President (VP).
5. All articles and captions are to
be submitted in Times New Roman font,
11 point font size and in black.

6. Photo File Name should be identifiable to the corresponding caption.
7. A Chapter is allowed a maximum of 6 pictures per issue for a regular
event.
8. All award recipients (ie…
Scholarship, Brian Piccolo) should be
included in one picture. Do not send
multiple pictures from an event with one
recipient per picture.
9. Only pictures attached to an
e-mail will be accepted. Pictures embedded in an e-mail will be returned to the
Chapter and not included.
10. All submissions should be sent
to comunico@unico.org. Submissions
sent to any other office e-mail address
will not be included.
11. The deadline for submissions is
5:00 PM on the designated day.

12. Photos coming in after a holiday
will not be included in the next issue,
if deemed to be untimely. ComUNICO
should reflect the current time of year.
13. Articles cannot contain copyrighted materials. All articles must be
original and completely written by the
person submitting the article. An article
compiled from information that was cut
and pasted from other sources is considered plagiarism.
The following are ComUNICO
Guidelines for a Chapter to follow:
1. Photos should be sent in landscape not portrait form.
2. Do not send in blurry pictures.
3. Review all submissions prior to
sending for grammar and punctuation.

The Deadline for the November 2016 issue of ComUNICO is
Friday, October 14, 2016

Louis J. Serafini
— Attorney at Law —

Serafini & Serafini
A Professional Corporation

269 Hamburg Turnpike
P.O. Box 2040
Wayne, NJ 07474

(973) 595-9500
Fx: (973) 595-7442

JOSEPH J. Serafini
— Attorney at Law —

Serafini & Serafini
A Professional Corporation

269 Hamburg Turnpike • P.O. Box 2040 • Wayne, NJ 07474

(973) 595-9500
Fx: (973) 595-7442
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News ComUNICO
Stamford, CT

Fourteen scholars and their parents were
the guests of the Stamford Chapter at a
Scholarship Dinner which was prepared
and served by the Chapter members.
This is one of several major functions
the Chapter sponsors, including the
Columbus Day Parade and the Christmas
Fund for Needy Families, and it is made
possible by funds raised at the UNICO
Italian Open Golf Tournament held in
September. Pictured with the winners are
President Stan Esposito and Chairman
Rick Castiglione.
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Scranton, PA

Pennsylvania District II

The Chapter presented Mike Rescigno
with the Dr. D. J. Maldonato Memorial Past
President’s Award. From left standing:
Michael G. Rescigno, Ginny Rescigno,
Mike Rescigno, Joann Lund, John W.
Lund and John L. Lund. Seated: John
Yarema and Ceil Yarema.

Pennsylvania District II Governor Mark
McDade had the pleasure of installing two
new members at the Keystone Chapter’s
Clambake Meeting. From left: Mark
McDade, new member Joe Ligi, Mary Ann
Coviello; new member Theresa Karsnak
and Chapter President Cathy Bianchi.
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Brick, NJ

The Brick Chapter recently held its annual
Scholarship Awards Night. Recipients of
the Brian Piccolo Memorial Scholarships
were Hope Marie Beyer, Luke Butera, and
Luke Michael Vescovi. The Vincent DiLeo
Scholarships were awarded to James
Reed Ricotta, Nicole Gangi, Gianna Floria,
and Dominic C. Mistretta. The event was
held at La Bove Grande in Lakehurst,
which is owned by chapter member Jerry
Bove. Over the past 14 years, the Brick
Chapter has given out over $125,000 in
scholarships to local students.

fund raising activities throughout the
year that support causes such as ALS,
Cooley’s Anemia, and Cancer research
and other emergent matters that need
our attention and support. We possess
the highest respect for our UNICO motto
“Service Above Self.”

From left: Newly installed Chapter President
Peter Giordano, National President
Ann Walko and Anthony Bengivenga,
Membership and Retention Director.

News

Newburgh, NY

Members of the Newburgh Chapter took
part in the Newburgh, New York Memorial
Day Parade riding on their own float
appropriately decorated for the occasion.

Greater Atlantic city, NJ
Ciao UNICANI!!
The Greater Atlantic City Chapter
Person of the Year and Scholarship
Banquet was held recently at Resorts International in Atlantic City. Over 200 attendees enjoyed a wonderful evening of
dining and dancing while honoring our
Person of the Year and our exceptional
scholarship awardees.
Superior Court Judge Michael Donio
was honored as our Person of the Year.
Judge Donio retired in 2015 after serving as a distinguished lawyer and judge
for 37 years. Judge Donio resides in
Hammonton, New Jersey with his wife
Annette.
Also, Resorts International President
and CEO Mark Giannantonio received a
Lifetime Achievement Award. Mark has
led Resorts through some very challenging times in Atlantic City and continues
to be a leader in the efforts in reestablishing Atlantic City as a first rate family and gaming resort. Mark resides in
Northfield, New Jersey with his wife and
sons.
Our Chapter conducts a variety of
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Judge Donio receives his Person of the
Year plaque from longtime friend and
colleague Judge Albert J. Garafola.

President Antonio Simoni congratulates
his grandson, Antonio Simoni, who is
this year’s recipient of the Newburgh
Chapter’s college scholarship. At the
presentation Chapter members were
visibly moved and impressed when young
Antonio read the essay he submitted for
consideration of the scholarship.

Cedar Grove, NJ

Scholarship awardees received
$29,000 in scholarship monies for their
outstanding high school achievements.
From left: Robert White, Community
Service Award, Atlantic City High
School; Santino Barbera, St. Augustine
Prep; Lillie Cotugno, Atlantic City High
School; Dante Galletta, Hammonton
High School; Taylor Hazlett, Ocean City
High School; Michael Juliano, Mainland
Regional High School; Gabrielle Sirolli,
St. Joseph High School and Nicole
Talvacchia, Atlantic City High School.
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Scholarship recipients Lauren Turaco,
Anthony Ricciardi Award; Michael
Nicolette, Al Zatorski Award and Noelle
M. Cancro, Joseph and Grace Maione
Award. At immediate left is John Borgese
who was Master of Ceremonies at the
awards night.
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Passaic-Clifton, NJ
CHAPTER SUPPORTS
RESTORATION OF “PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE” BY PATERSON SCULPTOR, GAETANO FEDERICI
Members of the Passaic-Clifton Chapter attended the private opening reception of the Gaetano Federici Gallery at Lambert
Castle Museum. The Chapter was invited to the reception for contributing to the restoration of one of the pieces in the exhibit, the
Pledge of Allegiance.
Gaetano Federici, known as the Sculptor Laureate of Paterson, was born in the village of Castelgrande in southern Italy, and
emigrated to the U.S. in 1887 at the age of seven. The Federici family settled in Paterson, New Jersey. Many examples of Federici’s
artwork can be seen throughout the City of Paterson.
The Federici Gallery at Lambert Castle holds over 30 of Federici’s plaster models. The exhibit will be on permanent display at
Lambert Castle on the third floor. The Gallery is open to the public during museum hours: Wednesday-Sunday, 1-4 PM.

From left: Dave Ricca, Ellen Corbo, Steve
Corbo, Maria Carparelli, Dan Ricca and
Chapter President Dave D’Arco.

The Pledge of Allegiance, restored by
Passaic-Clifton UNICO.

The Federici Gallery at Lambert
Castle Museum.

Cedar Grove, NJ

Immediate Past President Greg Tufaro
(l) accepts a plaque in recognition of his
past service as President of the Cedar
Grove Chapter as his wife Amy and John
Borgese look on.
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The newly elected Executive Board
of the Cedar Grove Chapter from left:
Will LaRusso, Steve DeStefano, Cheri
Diprenda, Pat DeFrancisci, President,
Amy Tufaro, Rich Orsini and Tom Perri.
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Pat DeFrancisci is sworn in as President
of the Cedar Grove Chapter by his cousin
and Past National President John Alati.
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New Jersey District X

New Jersey District X members attend
the Convention.

Pennsylvania District II
Pennsylvania II was in attendance
and busy participating as members of
many of the various National Committees at this year’s Convention. The Hyatt
Resort was an excellent venue and the
convention was certainly one of the best
we have ever attended. Binghamton and
Keystone both received Banner Patches
for Chapter Achievement and Keystone
was also awarded a Certificate and
Banner Patch for best DVD in the large
Chapter competition. As an additional
surprise, Pennsylvania II District Governor McDade was named Outstanding
District Governor of the Year.

News

Point Pleasant Beach Chapter President Bob Gynn and his wife Grace enjoy
the UNICO National Convention Gala
Brick Chapter President Mel Persi and
his wife Maureen.

From left: Mel Persi, Maureen Persi, Grace
Gynn and Bob Gynn.

Plainfields’, NJ
Members of Plainfields’ UNICO had
the opportunity to meet newly installed
Bishop James F. Checchio after a mass he
celebrated at Our Lady of Czestochowa
Church in South Plainfield.

New Jersey District X officers in front of
district banner from left: Membership and
Retention Director Anthony Bengivenga,
District Governor Bill Hearon, Geri
Samuel and Bob Bengivenga.

Orange/West Orange, NJ
The Orange/West Orange Chapter
completed its 19th annual bocce night
meeting at Panevinos’ Restaurant. It
was an outstanding meeting with over
50 in attendance with 8-4 person teams
competing. The winners were led by
member Lou Rossi who repeated for the
second year in a row. A UNICO plaque
hangs with all the previous winners displayed at the entrance of the restaurant.

Winners from left: Lou Rossi, Mathew
Rossi, Chapter President Frank Paolercio,
Nino Petrillo and Spiros Maragros.
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Seated from left: Pennsylvania II
members Maggie Pettinato, Michele
McDade and Jean DeSio. Standing from
left: Dr. Peter Pettinato, Mark McDade
and Felix DeSio.

Pt. Pleasant Beach, NJ
Point Pleasant Chapter
Red Nose Charity

Plainfields’ members Lina Esposito and
Bob Bengivenga with Bishop Checcio.

Members of Point Pleasant Beach
Chapter joined together to support charity by wearing Red Noses.
A countrywide promotion held
recently, Red Nose Day helped raise
awareness for Hunger in the U.S. and
each purchase of a nose provided meals
for one child. Point Pleasant Members
wore noses to a recent meeting in conjunction with their pledge to a local or
national charity each month.

Charity Participants.

Plainfields’ member and South
Plainfield Councilman Rob Bengivenga
joins his father, Bob Bengivenga, with
Bishop Checcio.
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EASTERN REGIONAL MEETING

REGISTRATION
November 10 to 13, 2016
Chatham Bars Inn Resort & Spa
297 Shore Road, Chatham, Cape Cod, MA

Name _________________________________Nickname ______________________
Spouse’s Name (non-member only), if attending ______________________________
Address______________________________________________________________
City _________________________________ State __________ Zip ______________
Phone _____________________

E-Mail: _____________________________

Chapter _____________________Office ___________________ District________________
(i.e. National Officer, DG,
Chapter President, Delegate, etc.)

Weekend Package

$165.00 per person X

Includes
Friday
Dessert Reception
Saturday
Continental Breakfast
Dinner (Cash Bar)

Credit Card (please circle)

________

=

$__________

Number of
Members/Guests

MasterCard

Visa

Amex

Discover

Card Number __________________________Exp. Date __________ Signature ____________________
Or, please make check payable to UNICO National and mail to address below.

Completed forms should be emailed, faxed or mailed no later than October 26, 2016 to:
uniconational @unico.org
UNICO National 271 US HWY 46 W Suite F-103 Fairfield, NJ 07004 • Fax: 973-808-0043

UNICO National
EASTERN REGIONAL MEETING
REGISTRATION
November 10 to 13, 2016

Chatham Bars Inn
Resort & Spa
297 Shore Road, Chatham, Cape Cod, MA

Designated as one of the Leading Hotels of the World
NOTE: Reservations will be charged first night’s room charge as a deposit. There will be a $25 fee for
cancellations made 30 or more days before check-in. Within 30 days cancellation fee is first night’s room charge.

All reservations must be received at the Chatham Bars Inn by
Tuesday, October 11, 2016.
Reservations received after this date will not be at group rate & may not be available.
Group Room Rate: $179 + $8.95 Resort Fee* + Taxes

*This

required discounted resort fee includes morning coffee, tea, and muffins in the South Lounge, daily
newspaper, use of fitness center, high-speed wireless internet throughout resort, local and long distance calls
within the US, valet & self-parking, & individual transportation within a 5 mile radius in Chatham and the resort.

Call Hotel for Reservation – 1-800-527-4884
To receive special rate identify yourself as with UNICO

INFORMATION NEEDED FOR HOTEL REGISTRATION

Name________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip _______________________________________________
Phone ________________e-mail _________________________________
Arrival Date____________ Departure Date __________

Credit Card Type: VISA MasterCard AMEX
Number _________________________ Exp. Date ____________________
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HAVE YOU FILED YOUR
990 FORM WITH THE IRS?
Sparta, NJ
The Sparta Chapter recently held
its third annual Jack Schaaf Memorial
Golf Outing at Crystal Spring Resort. The
event was a huge success with over 116
golfers and an additional 26 people in attendance for the dinner and awards ceremony only. The outing’s net proceeds
were over $20,000. Thank you to all our
golfers and sponsors for helping to make
it a success.

Co-chairman Sam Magarino leads the
pack of golfers.

Chapter President Ken Carafello (l) and Glen
Vetrano (r) call out tournament winners.

Westfield, NJ

Westfield Chapter members with outgoing
President Ann Walko on Convention floor.
From left: Mike Colucci, Eastern Regional
District Governor Robert Tarte, outgoing
President Ann Walko, Membership and
Retention Director Anthony Bengivenga
and Deanna DeMarco.

At the registration table are from left:
Heather Dimichelle, Laura D’Uva, Christen
and Lia Denner.

Co-chair Glen Vetrano tees off on the
first hole.
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At the Convention “Icebreaker”
Membership and Retention Director
Anthony Bengivenga and Rachel
Bengivenga meet new friends Sal Militello
(l) left and Val Militello (r).

New member of Westfield Chapter
Johanna Marshall was formally installed
into the Westfield Chapter just before
the Gala at the National Convention.
Westfield Chapter President Robert
Tarte (l) and Membership & Retention
Director Anthony Bengivenga present the
membership certificate and UNICO Pin to
Johanna who was unable to attend the
last Chapter meetings. This was her first
Convention.
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Membership and Retention Director
Anthony Bengivenga congratulates
newly installed New Jersey District VII
Governor Al Focarino at their annual
installation dinner.

Keystone, PA

The Keystone Chapter recently installed
four new members. From left: Cathy
Bianchi, Chapter President; new members
Frank Cicci, Kevin Cicci, Theresa
LaNunziata and Ray Coolbaugh, John
Mecca, and Mark McDade, Pennsylvania
II District Governor.
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Keystone, PA
The Keystone Chapter installed
its 2016-2017 officers and Directors at
their Presidents’ Dinner. Past National
President Glenn Pettinato installed Cathy
Bianchi as President and Pennsylvania
District II District Governor Mark McDade installed the remaining officers and
directors. John Mecca was recognized
with a service plaque for his outstanding year as President. Frank and Mary
Ann Coviello were awarded the “Service
Above Self” plaque for their contributions to Keystone UNICO since joining
as Charter Members. Deceased Keystone
Members Jean Barnaba, Sally Cruciani,
Joseph J. Gentile, Delores Juliano, John
R. Mecca, Robert C. Siragusa, Leonard A.
Verrastro and Salvatore A. Verrastro were
remembered in prayer.

SERVICE AWARDS RECIPIENTS
Frank and Mary Ann Coviello were
recently presented with the UNICO
“Service Above Self” Award in recognition of their service to their community as members of the Keystone
Chapter. As Keystone Members, they
have chaired fund-raising events,
served on the Keystone Board of Directors and Mary Ann has just been
named Chapter Membership Director
by President Cathy Bianchi.

From left: Pennsylvania II District
Governor Mark McDade, Frank and Mary
Ann Coviello; and John N. Mecca.

Keystone’s July Speakers

From left: Past National President
Glenn Pettinato installs Cathy Bianchi as
President as Cathy’s husband Carl proudly
stands ready with the bible for her.

Keystone Chapter Officers for 20162017 from left: Mark McDade, Nanine
Gramigna, Cathy Gerard, President Cathy
Bianchi, Michele McDade, Val Riggi, Tom
Carlucci and Ted Riggi.

The Keystone Chapter is holding an
Applebee’s Flapjack Fund-raiser with
“Equines For Freedom” being the primary beneficiary. “Equines for Freedom”
offers horse therapy for veterans and
first responders who suffer from posttraumatic stress disease.

From left: Mark McDade, Cathy Bianchi,
Mary Ann Coviello, speaker Ann Marie
Lewis, Licensed Psychologist and clinical
coordinator and lead therapist at “Equines
For Freedom”; Clyde Brown, Sergeant
U.S. Army National Guard and speaker
for “Equines For Freedom” and Frank
Coviello.

Board Members.
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In Memoriam
Marge Spataro

Margaret Spataro passed away on
August 10th surrounded by her loving
family.
Margaret (aka Marge) is survived
by her husband Ralph, her son Dominick Spataro and his wife Xiomara, her
daughter Ann Marie Marrone and her
husband Michael, and her grandchildren Dominique Spataro and Michael
Marrone. She gave her time, love, and
devotion to her family, her church,
her community, and fund-raising for
charities throughout her life.
Marge was married to Ralph, the
love of her life for 55 year. The two
worked together in their own company, Weisbart Insurance Agency
where Marge held the offices of Vice
President and CFO.
As a former President of the Westwood Chapter of UNICO National, and
a current District Governor of New
Jersey District IX, Marge headed many
fund-raising events.
In lieu of flowers, please make donations to:
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute,
Jimmy Fund Clinic. Please make
checks payable to Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute specifying “Pediatric Oncology, Dr. Allison F. O’Neill Research
Fund,” with “In Memory of Margaret
Spataro” on the memo line. P.O. Box
849168 Boston, MA 02284-9168.
Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation of
America: Please make checks payable to Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation
of America, 733 Third Ave. Suite 510,
New York, NY 10017
Josephine’s Garden at Hackensack
University Medical Center. Please
make checks payable to HackensackUMC Foundation,“Josephine’s Garden”. Attn. of Kimberly Caesar, 360
Essex St., Suite 301, Hackensack, NJ
07601.
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New Jersey District VII

Southington, CT
Southington Announces
2016-2017 Officers

Members, families, and friends
of New Jersey District VII gathered
at Michael’s Riverside Restaurant in
Lyndhurst, NJ to install the new Executive Board and District Governor
for 2016-2017.

The Rutherford Chapter, including
Former New Jersey District VII
Governors Joan Tidona (l) and Patty
Hirsh (r) and Past National President
Frank Tidona (seated l).

Allan Focarino presents a plaque and
congratulates the Immediate Past District
Governor, Joseph Nasello on his very
successful term.

Members of the Nutley and Saddle
Brook Chapters.

Southington UNICO installed officers for the 2016-2017 year, electing its
first female President in the Chapter’s 72year history.
Past President Antonio Cusano,
who will now serve as Chairman of the
Board, presented the Reverend Victoria
Triano with the Chapter’s gavel. Triano,
a longtime member of the organization,
was installed as President along with
Vice President Ron Ingriselli, Secretary
William Kowalewski, Treasurer Ralph
Ciaburri, and Sergeant of Arms Thomas
Del Santo Jr.
The Southington Chapter is a service
organization that annually distributes
more than $30,000 to local and national
charities and initiatives. Currently the
Chapter has more than 80 members all of
whom subscribe to the motto of “Service
above Self.”
The Chapter will next be represented
at the 2016 Apple Harvest Festival, an
event the Chapter has participated in
since the festival’s beginning nearly a
half century ago.

National President Dr. Ann Walko,
National Executive Vice President
Dominick Nicastro and National Second
Vice President Lee Norelli join Members
of the Garfield Chapter to congratulate the
new District Governor.

Members of the Hackensack Chapter.

The Focarino Family standing from left:
Gregory D. Focarino, Vera Texiera, Allan
and Violet Focarino and Linda Pfefferkorn.
Seated: Marie Pfefferkorn and Joyce and
Ben Focarino.
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The Kearny Chapter.
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Past President Antonio Cusano presented
the Reverend Victoria Triano with the
gavel after Triano was sworn in as the
Chapter’s new President.

Southington officers for the 2016-2017
year include, from left: Ron Ingriselli,
Ralph Ciaburri, William Kowalewski, Del
Santo Jr. and Antonio Cusano.
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Ella T. Grasso Scholarship Essay
Holy Rosary’s Lasagna Dinner
by Gianna Baccala
Growing up in an Italian American
family, I was not prone to waking on Saturday morning to the smell of bacon and
eggs cooking in the griddle, but to the
aroma of marinara and meatballs stewing in an oversized pot. I always asked
my mom if we could get Papa John’s
or Domino’s pizza for dinner on Friday
nights, as that was when we had our
“Pizza Friday,” like the Jones’ down the
street. She’d say to me, “Please, Gianna.
Dad has had dough rising all day for
pizza.” It did not occur to me, until I got
older, the value of food and how cooking and eating together can unify and
strengthen a family and a community.
My dad was born and raised in a
suburb of Washington D.C., called Hyattsville. His Italian family surrounded
itself within a small Italian Roman Catholic Parish in Washington, called Holy
Rosary. I have been baptized there, my
siblings have been baptized there, my
cousins—you name it. Not to mention all
of my aunts, uncles, some of my cousins,
and even my parents were married at
Holy Rosary. We have all been blessed
with Holy Water and have been rid of
Original Sin in that church. It is special
going back there as it has a lot of Italian
American history. Generations of Italian
Americans make their way back to Holy
Rosary to commemorate what their family has contributed to within the parish,
even if they are not permanent members,
my family included.
I have a 94 year old great-aunt that
regularly attends mass on Sundays and
all Holy Days’ of Obligation at Holy Rosary. She previously lived in D.C. with
her late husband 15 years ago. Currently,
she lives in Silver Spring, Maryland
and does not have a driver’s license. I,
myself, am still stunned to hear that she
continues to dedicate her time and efforts to Holy Rosary. Aunt Mary is part
of an organization within Holy Rosary
called the “Sodality of Mary”. Together
with Holy Rosary, they have been putting together a Lasagna Dinner to raise
money for the church for over 60 years.
It is held every year the Sunday two
weeks before Easter. It includes salad
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and bread, and there is a cash bar available with non-alcoholic beverages and
wine, of course.
Aunt Mary, together with other ladies in the Sodality, work tirelessly all
year in preparation. A few days before
the event, volunteers prepare the homemade meat sauce and ricotta cheese mixture, layering pan after pan of lasagna,
in addition to setting up Casa ItaIiana
(the hall adjacent to Holy Rosary) for the
event. For years, different members of
my family have contributed to this event,
as Holy Rosary holds a special place in
all of our hearts. As a little boy, my dad
would help my great Uncle Joe, who was
responsible for trash, bus the tables. As
an adult, my dad would arrive at Holy
Rosary early in the morning on the day
of the event, and cut the pans of lasagna,
so they were evenly portioned, and then
serve them for the guests.
When my grandmother was living,
her job was to cut the bread and place
it in the bread baskets for the servers to
deliver it to the tables. When she passed,
my mom took over her job. And as a
little girl, I was responsible for placing
the butter packets in the baskets with
my younger cousins. As I grew older, I
too contributed by waiting tables to the
guests who attended the event. I earned
service hours for this in high school,
which was a bonus, but quite honestly I
just enjoyed being with my family and
giving back to the local community.
It was enjoyable to see the familiar
faces that take the time, once every year
to contribute to this great cause. Holy
Rosary is not just a parish, but an institution that means something different
to every individual that volunteers or
attends mass there. To my Aunt Mary
it is a place where she regularly sees
her old friends and where she and her
late husband married. To Uncle Joe, he
watched his children get baptized there,
in addition to his granddaughter, who recently got married. And even for my own
parents, they were married there, but
my siblings and I were baptized at Holy
Rosary too. Currently in a time of great
diversity, Holy Rosary reminds Catholic Italian Americans of their heritage
through events like the Lasagna Dinner
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and regular Italian mass.
Holy Rosary was established in 1913
in order to serve the spiritual needs of
Italian immigrants who first came to
Washington D.C. It is one of the first
Catholic Churches that appealed to an
ethnic community. The parish is noted
for enriching the Italian heritage, but
also reaching out to individuals of all
races and cultures. What is really magnificent about the church itself is its architecture and artistic nature. There are
beautiful hand-painted Italian mosaics
and stained glass windows that enhance
the Italian culture.
I am proud to be Italian American.
I am also honored to have been a part
of an event that still occurs, even today.
Unfortunately, I am not able to attend or
volunteer at the Lasagna Dinner as regularly as I have in the past; however, Holy
Rosary has taught me the importance of
being Catholic and Italian and how the
two go hand in hand. My great-grandparents came to the United States with
the intent of providing a better life for
their future generations. They embedded
themselves in this new Italian American
community. My grandparents found
themselves at Holy Rosary giving back
to their small community through their
love of food and worship. In their own
way, my parents have done the same for
me, and I hope I will be able to carry the
tradition on with my own future family.

To donate to a
UNICO Charity

make checks payable and mail to:
UNICO Foundation
271 US Highway 46 West,
Suite F-103,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07004.

All donations to the Foundation are tax deductible.
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Ella T. Grasso Scholarship Essay
The Essence and Flavor
of Being Italian
by Krista Gresia
In my grandparents’ house in the ancient town of San Chirico Raparo, Italy,
Sunday is the most important day of the
week. As the doorbell rings early on Sunday morning in Italy, I hear footsteps and
familiar voices echoing off the plaster
walls and stone floors. Family is here,
usually my aunt and uncle, all arriving
with an appetite. As I descend the stairs,
I see my family preparing for the most
important meal of the week, Sunday dinner, which means pasta sauce.
Sunday dinner is all about the pasta
sauce. I have learned while helping in
the kitchen that to make a great sauce
you not only need many different ingredients, but also plenty of time. Cooking
slowly and not rushing the finished
product are the most important ingredients that lead to the success of the tasty
sauce. The flavor must develop gradually; with each stir of the wooden spoon,
the ingredients blend together. My family
is similar to the sauce; each member is
unique, bringing their own personality
and special traits to the table, like the
ingredients in the sauce. I, like the sauce,
am made up of these ingredients that
come from my family. I have been stirred
many times, absorbing my family’s personalities and traditions to make the
flavor I am today. I am the culmination of
my family’s ancient recipe.
My secret recipe has a strong foundation of ingredients that make me well
rounded. The main ingredient is my
grandfather; similar to the extra virgin
olive oil, he is the leader, holding the
family together. This ingredient, reflected
in my past participation at my high
school, dedicating four years to student
government, which led me to hold the
office of class secretary, captain of the
varsity swim team, and vice-president of
the Italian Club. Currently this ingredient
is seen in my leadership role as President
of the Gamma Kappa Alpha National
Italian Honor Society at Villanova University, Philanthropy Chair of Villanova’s
Club Swim team and as an Ambassador
for Villanova through Blue Key participation. My grandmother is the onion in
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the sauce because each story she tells
peels away at our past and explains why
we carry out our present day traditions.
Within me, she has sparked my curiosity to explore my Italian heritage and
motivated me to apply for a study abroad
scholarship. Accepting this scholarship
allowed me to spend two weeks studying the culture, customs and traditions
of Nami, Italy. My dad is the salt because
he enhances the flavor of the family,
while my mother is the pinch of sugar
because she is sweet and giving. This
flavor combination has led me to pursue
several unique opportunities, including
volunteering with the Special Needs Golf
Team, where I am able to enhance the
lives of special needs students through
my peer mentoring. Also as a Girl Scout
for fourteen years, my kindness is visible in the community through giving
back, and currently as a member of the
Kappa Delta Sorority in college, in which
Girl Scouts is their number one philanthropic endeavor. My aunt is the basil;
having a strong aura, she does not give
up on any task. She has encouraged me
to become dedicated to swimming and
diving for over fifteen years, even while
taking many challenging classes, and I
continue to swim and dive as a member
of the Club Swim Team at Villanova University. Lastly, my uncle is the tomato in
the sauce, juicy and filled with exciting
ideas; this ingredient bursts out of me
through school spirit, reflected in my
passion for promoting Villanova University by representing the school as a Blue
Key Ambassador.
This Italian tradition that my family
carries out each Sunday has generated
a pride for my heritage, and has pushed
me to learn more about the Italian culture and language. For me, being Italian
is all about being with family; being able
to communicate with my relatives in
Italy is a major goal of mine. Traveling to
Italy as a little girl made me appreciate
my heritage from the moment I saw the
piazza of the small mountainous town,
called San Chirico Raparo, located in
the Basilicata region. I felt as though I
traveled back in time, experiencing the
authenticity of the culture and traditions
of my ancestors. I even had the pleasure
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on two occasions, to walk through the
cobblestone streets in a wedding procession, following the bride to the town
church. Since my first trip to Italy, I
knew that I wanted to study Italian, with
the hopes to someday communicate
with my “local” Italian family, and become a part of their lives. The first time
I met my cousins in Italy, neither of us
spoke the language but we played and
played; as children your actions speak
louder than words, but I knew someday
this would not be the case. I enjoyed
their company and wanted to develop a
relationship with them, so studying the
language in school had been an important goal for me. Traveling to my family’s
town has given me the opportunity to
experience the everyday lifestyle of an
Italian, appreciating life and family to
the fullest. These experiences further
enhanced my understanding of the culture, and pushed me to fully immerse
myself in the language. Being an Italian
American has allowed me to benefit
in many ways both on a personal and
professional level. It has motivated me
to study and take the Advance Placement Exam in Italian. My desire to learn
more about my culture pushed me travel
with the Italian American Committee
on Education (lACE) to Narni, which is
located in the region of Umbria of Italy
on a scholarship. I have always dreamed
about studying abroad someday, and this
scholarship has allowed me to achieve
part of that dream sooner. While studying abroad, I was able to work on my
speaking skills by conversing with the
local residents. In Narni I was able to
absorb the culture of the town by attending concerts at the theater, taking pottery
and cooking classes and trying many
different foods made with local ingredients. The Umbrian cuisine is very rustic,
often called “cucina povera,” traditional
dishes are created with minimal ingredients and methods of preparation that
rely heavily on locally grown products
and olive oil bottled in the region.
Narni reminded me of my family’s
hometown San Chirico Raparo, both
ancient towns with rolling hills and
cobblestone streets, medieval in design.

Continues on page 33...
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When walking up the hills and strolling to the piazza, I would see all of the
elder Italians congregating and talking,
similar to the customs in San Chirico.
Every morning in Narni, I would go to
class and learn something new about the
town’s culture and way of life. During
my stay here, I had the opportunity to
use my Italian and express myself and
share my knowledge with others, while
learning from them as well. I knew that
applying for this scholarship would
bring me closer to my goal of mastering the Italian Language and appreciating all that is Italian. This study abroad
experience has inspired me to become
involved within the community as a
past volunteer at the Westchester Italian
Cultural Center in Tuckahoe, New York
teaching children, from ages three to ten
years old, how to speak Italian and assisting them with projects pertaining to
the traditions of the Italian culture. Last
spring I was named the 2015 Fieri Young
Professionals Scholarship recipient. Fieri
is an organization within the Generoso
Pope Foundation made up of students
and young professionals involved in
upholding and celebrating their Italian
culture. I am a member of the Giuseppe
Garibaldi lodge in Eastchester and also a
past scholarship recipient and a member
and mentee at the National Organization of Italian American Woman. I envision my role as an Italian being one that
would promote the importance of family through my heritage and share my
customs and knowledge of Italian with
others. I strive as a volunteer and mentor to utilize the language to convey the
importance of our Italian history and traditions. I am continuing to study Italian
at Villanova combined with Biology on a
pre-med track. I plan to utilize my Italian
to student teach the language at one of
the local grammar schools in Philadelphia.
All of my accomplishments revert
back to the sauce and my family’s ancient recipe, which is made up of so
many ingredients. Each stir of the sauce
mixes the ingredients together to create a
special blend and a unique taste. Finally,
a great sauce requires slow cooking. Time
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is the last, but most important ingredient
of all. One cannot rush the making of the
sauce, just as in life you cannot rush the
foundation of one’s personality. A good
flavor must be well seasoned, using each
ingredient to its full potential. I have
been absorbing the traditions and personalities of the generations before me.
I value the time spent with my family
especially because one day I will be carrying on the traditions of Sunday dinner
and will create my own flavor for generations to come.

Scholarships

Thanks to the generous donation by
John Alessio and the Alessio family, the
Maria and Paolo Alessio Southern Italy
Scholarship was recently established.
Scholarships will be awarded to students
whose families were originally from
certain provinces in Southern Italy.
From left: UNICO National Scholarship
Director Joan Tidona, UNICO National
Office Manager Pat Pelonero, Julie
Andrzejewski, John Alessio and UNICO
Foundation President John DiNapoli.

Donate to the

UNICO Foundation
Today!

Send tax deductible checks to:
UNICO Foundation
271 US Highway 46 West
Suite F-103

Fairfield, New Jersey 07004
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Ella T. Grasso
Literary Scholarship
Established 2012
“It is not enough to
profess faith in the
democratic process;
we must do something about it.”
~Ella T. Grasso
Through her dedication and commitment to service, Ella Grasso positively impacted the lives of many Americans.
Born in Windsor Locks, Connecticut
on May 10, 1919, Ella was the only child of
Italian immigrants, James and Maria Oliva
Tambussi. Her parents highly valued education, and instilled in their daughter the
love of learning. A gifted student, Ella won
a scholarship to the prestigious Chaffee
School. Upon graduation, she attended
Mount Holyoke College, on scholarship,
where she earned her BA, magna cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa in 1940; her MA
in 1942. Following graduation, Ella served
with the War Manpower Commission of
Connecticut as Assistant Director of Research. She married Dr. Thomas Grasso;
they had two children, Susanne and Jim.
In 1970, Ella Grasso won election to
the Congress of the United States from the
Sixth Congressional District of Connecticut
by over 4,000 votes. Her outstanding performance in Congress was acknowledged;
she was re-elected in 1972 with over 60%
of votes cast.
One of the most significant pieces of
legislation Grasso supported and influenced was the National Cooley’s Anemia
Control Act of 1972. This Act established
programs to assist patients dealing with the
serious blood disorder that primarily affects
people of Mediterranean descent.
Ella Tambussi Grasso was overwhelmingly elected Governor of the state of Connecticut in November 1974. Inaugurated in
January 1975, she became our nation’s first
woman to hold a state governorship in her
own right. She won re-election in 1978. Ill
health forced her resignation in December
1980. Ella Grasso succumbed to cancer the
following February.
UNICO National has established the Ella
T. Grasso Literary Scholarship to honor the
accomplishments of an extraordinary Italian
American. This scholarship will be awarded
to an undergraduate college student, submitting an original short story or essay celebrating their Italian heritage.
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UNICO National
Convention
Orange/West
Orange, NJ
Sports Breakfast

The DiMattio Family.

A little Pre-Convention relaxation.

Seated from left: Paula Varsalona Marino.
April Bengivenga, Elaine Biribin and Elyse
Buonomo. Standing: Lisa Adubato, Sue
Anzelmo, Pat Pelonero, Alina Nicastro,
Linda DeFrank and Jenny DiMino.

From left: Linda and Frank DeFrank and
Alina Nicastro.

Renato Biribin and Steve Pelonero.

Felix and Jean DeSio.

Anthony Bengivenga and Bob Tarte.

Mark and Michele McDade.
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Seated from left: Bob Buonomo, Joe
Marino, Frank DeFrank and Dominick
Nicastro. Standing: Andre’ DiMino,
Steve Pelonero, Renato Biribin and Bob
Bengivenga.

The UNICO Golf Team.
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April and Bob Bengivenga and
Joe Agresti.

Ron Benjamin and Rich Caifano.

UNICO National

Pequannock,
UNICO National
NJ Taste
Convention
of the Town

Guy and Joanne DiNapoli.

Tom and Michele Vaughan.

Paula and Joe Marino.

Nino Randazzo and Stephanie Kuka.

Michele and Gene Maddalena.

Jim and Jennifer DeSpenza.

Joe Corsini and Phil Joseph.

Jim and Sue Carol Scannelli.

From left: Jeanette Cosenzo, Mona
Benedetto and Carol Trojan.

Dolly Carotenuto and Tina Dubas.

Michael Colucci and Deanna DeMarco.

John and Rose Andreyko.

UNICO National
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UNICO National Convention

The Chomkos and Benvenutis.

Elaine and Renato Biribin.

Joe and Marilyn Nasello.

The Alfanos and Antonios.

The Nicastro Family and Friends.

Sal and Maryanne Ingallina.

Bob and Grace Gynn.

Mike Veselka and John DiNapoli.

From left: Linda-Gail Alati, Francine Nido
and Michele Vaughan.

Frank and Kathy Suppa and Pat Pelonero.

From left: John Alati, Carol Cannata,
Linda-Gail Alati and Frank Cannata.

Rich Caifano and Frank Greco.
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Anne and Brian Guarco.

Peter and Maggie Pettinato.

The Highland Beach Chapter.

Joan and Bob Masella.

Mary Ann and Joe Kovacs.

Frances and John DeAndrea.

From left: Lee Norelli and Joe and Pat
Corsini.

Janet and Ron Benjamin.

From left: Rose Anne Ceraso-Fritchie and
Jennifer and Jim DeSpenza.

Past National Presidents from left: Frank
Licato, Frank Cannata and Frank Tidona.

Jerry and Ann Taylor.

Marie Rose and Ralph Contini.

UNICO National
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UNICO National Convention

From left: Gino LoIacono, Louis Maffei,
and Jim and Sue Carol Scannelli.

Marie and Nick Quercetti.

Lou Di Rico and Patricia Stake

Francine Nido and Debbie Benvenuti.

Scrapbook and DVD winners and
Participants. (See page 49 for list of
winners.)

Chapter Achievement
winners and
participants. (See page 49 for list of winners.)

Distinguished District Governor Steve
Pelonero (c) accepts his award from Frank
Greco (l) and Joe Agresti (r).

From left: Outstanding District Governor
Mark McDade, Frank Greco and Joe
Agresti.

President Ann Walko presents Bob Tarte
with his service award.

Dominick Nicastro presents Ann Walko
with her Presidents Plaque.

Past National Presidents Kathi Strozza
and Frank Licato present Ann Walko with
the Past National President’s Pin.

The Past National Presidents welcome
Ann Walko into their ranks.
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2016-2017 District Governors.

2016-2017 Executive Officers.

Alina and Dominick Nicastro.

From left: Alina Nicastro, National President
Dominick Nicastro and Andre’ DiMino.

Renato Biribin swears in new President
Dominick Nicastro.

The Nicastro Family.

Andre’ DiMino presents the National
President’s Pin to Dominick Nicastro.

Dominick
Nicastro
receives
Proclamation from Ralph Contini.

Former First Ladies from left: Joan
Tidona, Jenny DiMino, Linda Spano,
Linda-Gail Alati, Marie Quercetti, Elaine
Biribin, Angela Mariniello, Lupe’ Fornelli,
Marlene Veselka and Carol Cannata.

UNICO National

The Garfield Chapter.
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The membership applauds the new
President.

Francine Nido and Frank Blasi.
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UNICO National
XXX Convention

From left: Bernice Hornchak, Janet
Benjamin, Ann Walko, Bob Tarte and
Brad Meyer.

The D’Uvas and the Nicastros.

From left: Bob Bengivenga, Dominick
Nicastro and John DeAndrea.

From left: The Madonias, the Veselkas
and the Fornellis.

From left: Phil and Mary Marrara, Rose Anne
Ceraso Fritchie, Chris DiMattio, Andre’ DiMino
and Ginny Flatley.

New Jersey Chapter Members.

From left: Barbara Paolercio, Linda
Spano, Diane Markley, John and Angela
DiNapoli, Joe Marino, Karen Arakelian,
Michael Spano and Carol Cannata.

From left: Gino LoIacono, Carol Cannata,
Sue Anzelmo, Mary Berger, Al Anzelmo
and Louis Maffei.

From left: Nicki Carpinelli, Lisa Adubato
and Tom Park.

The Focarinos, the Gervasios and the
Militellos.

From left: Pat and Joe Corsini, Armando
DeMarino, Carol Cannata, Derrick Green
and Nick and Dominic DeFrank.

The men are enjoying some down time
together.
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Orange/West Orange Chapter members
with honoree Justin Sandy’s family.

The Nicastro Family.

From left: Lou Di Rico, Patricia Stake,
Ellen Leone, Anthony Stanziale and Elsa
Di Rico.

From left: Nicki Carpinelli, Nina Held and
Linda-Gaila and John Alati.

The men enjoy a good cigar.

Dominick and Alina Nicastro.

From left: Lee Norelli, Dominick Nicastro,
Nino Randazzo and Frank DeFrank.

Sam Faltas and Dominick Nicastro.

The Alongi Family.

The Nicastro Cousins.

From left: Nino Randazzo, Stephanie
Kuka, Sue Carol and Jim Scannelli.

From left: Asnel and Alida Rivero and
Asnel and Julie Rivero.

UNICO National
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UNICO National Convention

From left: First Vice President Lee Norelli,
National President Dominick Nicastro,
Executive Vice President Tom Vaughan
and Second Vice President Frank DeFrank.

From left: Francine Nido, John Basilone
Freedom Award winner Samuel Beamon
and Dominick Nicastro.

From left: Frank LoRe, Joseph Cianci
Humanitarian Award winner Madeline
LoRe and Dominick Nicastro.

From left: John DiNapoli, Frank Paolercio,
Louis DeFillipo American Hero Award
winner Justin Sandy, Dominick Nicastro
and Frank Cannata.

The Convention Committee from left:
Joe Agresti, Paul Alongi, Joe Marino,
Dominick Nicastro, Chris DiMattio and
Nino Randazzo.

Past National Presidents.

District Governors from left: Allan
Focarino, Jim DeSpenza, Ellen Leone,
Steve Pelonero, Nina Held, Sal Ingallina,
Rose Anne Ceraso-Fritchie, Mark
McDade, Rose Ciarcia and Chris DiMattio.

Past Vastola Award Winners standing
from left: Joe Agresti, Frank Paolercio,
John DiNapoli and Ralph Contini. Seated:
Paul Alongi, Anthony Fornelli, Renato
Biribin and Manny Alfano.

The Executive Board.

Former First Ladies.

The Nicastro and Rivero Families.

The Hackensack Chapter.
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John Alati with “Julian and Dominique.”

Award winners from left: Madeline LoRe,
Justin Sandy and Samuel Beamon.

New York District II.

The Garfield Chapter.

The Orange/West Orange Chapter.

Chris DiMattio and Ann Walko.

The Queensboro Chapter.

The Scranton Chapter.

The Nutley Chapter.

Carbondale, Keystone, Rehoboth Area and
Greater Binghamton Chapter Members.

The Franks!

New Jersey District I Members.

UNICO National
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News ComUNICO
Columbus Day

A message
from

Ralph Contini
Columbus Day
A “Great American Holiday”
The legacy of Columbus is constantly under attack by the media, other
ethnic groups and in some cases local
school boards. We feel this should be
our opportunity to ensure the proper
observation of the holiday and carry on
in Columbus’s name. If your Chapter is
not participating in Columbus celebrations or Italian Heritage Month, consider
initiating an event such as an Italian flag
raising, a wreath laying, an essay contest, or a street banner to name a few.
The Columbus Day Committee encourages Chapters to reaffirm, preserve,
protect and defend Columbus Day as a
tribute to him and to the spirit of discovery. Bring awareness to communities
that October is “Italian Heritage and
Culture Month” and “Re-Discover Your
Italian Heritage” by incorporating these
National themes into related events.
The Columbus Day Committee continues to encourage communities to initiate
Italian Flag Raising events at the local and
county levels. Additionally, each community should request that the Italian flag be
flown for the month of October.

UNICO members, their families and
friends are invited to participate in this
year’s 72nd Annual New York City Columbus Day Parade on Monday, October
10, 2016. It has now become a must do, a
bucket list item! This is UNICO’s national
flagship parade and the world’s largest
celebration of Italian American culture.
Join us in experiencing this very memorable day. Those participating will be
sent specific information in early October
about the exact time and area for assembly (preliminarily) at 12:00 noon on 47th
Street, west of 5th Avenue. See Parade
Chairman Ralph Contini and you will
be placed in the line of march. UNICO’s
float theme will be: Columbus Day a
“Great American Holiday”, a phrase that
serves to reaffirm, preserve, protect and
defend Columbus Day and continue to
bring awareness to October as “Italian
Heritage and Culture Month” and the
UNICO National charities.
The Columbus Day Parade in New
York City is the world’s largest celebration of Italian American culture. The
parade will march up Fifth Avenue from
47th St. to 72nd Street. It is a globally
televised event with millions of viewers
and nearly one million spectators which
will be broadcast on ABC Channel 7 in
the NY area, ABC online and RAI Int’l,
from 12 noon to 3:00 PM.
The following is information on a
sampling of several other upcoming Columbus Day Parades:
Sunday October 9, 2016: A number
of parades will take place. We urge all
to participate in any Columbus Day activities available to them. There will be
parades in East Hanover, NJ, Nutley-

Belleville, NJ, Hartford, CT, and Stamford, CT. The Nutley-Belleville Columbus Day Parade will start at 1:00 pm.
Marchers are to gather at 12:30 pm at
Nutley High School and will march towards Belleville High School.
The Ocean County Columbus Day
Parade will be on Oct. 9, 2016 and will
start in Seaside Park, NJ at 1:00 pm.
Members and guests are to assemble at
12:00 pm, usually on The Boulevard
at J Street, and march towards Seaside
Heights. Please check with parade officials for exact location.
The Philadelphia Columbus Day
Parade - Will be held along its historic
South Broad Street location. It will kick
off from Broad & Moore at noon.
St. Louis Columbus Day Parade
Starts at 12:00 pm at Columbia and
Macklind with a Festival at Berra Park.
The Chicago Columbus Day Parade
Will take place on Monday, Oct. 10th.
The parade starts on State St. at Wacker
Drive and continues south to Van Buren
and starts at 12:30 pm. It will be broadcast on ABC Channel 7 and ABC online.
The UNICO National Columbus Day
Committee is asking for voluntary contributions from Chapters and individuals. Your support will enable UNICO
National to continue to be a visible presence during these important Columbus
Day and Heritage events. Please send
your donations to the National office earmarked “Columbus Day”.
Please join us in celebrating: Columbus Day a “Great American Holiday” and October as “Italian Heritage
and Culture Month!”

News,
Events, re!
uch Mo
and M

Photos,

The DEADLINE for the
Nov. 2016 Edition of ComUNICO
is Friday, October 14, 2016
Send Chapter news to UNICO National Office:
comunico@unico.org
ComUNICO will only accept high resolution digital
photos attached to an e-mail and test in MS Word as an
attachment or in the body of an e-mail.
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Prayer to the

Presidential Recognition
The Morris County Freeholders have
passed a resolution honoring Dominick
Nicastro of Rockaway Township as the
incoming President of UNICO National,
which is the largest Italian American
organization in the country. Nicastro,
who will take office in July, was joined
by his son, Louis, at a freeholder meeting in Morristown, where the resolution
was presented. Also in attendance was
Morris County Sheriff Ed Rochford and
Undersheriff William Schievella, who is
president of the Italian American Police
Society of New Jersey.
The Board of Freeholders congratulated Dominick for being selected
President of UNICO National during the
organization’s 94rd Annual Convention.
UNICO, which is based in Fairfield,
has a stated mission of promoting and
enhancing the image of Italian Americans, to be of service to the community;
promote, support and assist charitable,
scientific, cultural, educational, and
literary projects; and to cooperate with
others in civic, social and cultural development, among others.
Nicastro has been a member of
UNICO National since 1992, and has
served on numerous committees over the
past three decades.
“Dominick has consistently demonstrated his commitment to UNICO’s
objectives of elevating the awareness of
Italian Americans to our society and to
improving our county, state and nation,’’
said Freeholder Director Kathy DeFillippo in presenting the resolution.

Blessed Virgin

UNICO National

News

Foundation Raffle Winners
Congratulations to the 2016 UNICO
Foundation Raffle Winners:
First Place-$3500- Jean DeSio- Greater
Binghamton Chapter
Second Place-$2100- Mona BenedettoHighland Beach Chapter
Third Place-$1050- Tom Park- Valencia,
California
Fourth Place-$350- Kansas City Chapter

Food and Shelter Grants
NEVER KNOWN TO FAIL — (1X)
Oh, most beautiful flower of Mt. Carmel, fruitful vine, splendor of Heaven,
Blessed Mother of the Son of God, Immaculate Virgin, assist me in my necessity. Oh, Star of the Sea, help me and
show me herein you are my mother. Oh
Holy Mary, Mother of God, Queen of
Heaven and Earth, I humbly beseech
you from the bottom of my heart to
succor me in this necessity. There are
none that can withstand your power.
Oh show me herein you are my mother.
Oh Mary, conceived without sin, pray
for us who have recourse to thee. (3X)
Holy Mother, I place this cause in your
hands. (3X) Holy Spirit, you who solve
all problems, light all roads so that I can
attain my goal, you who gave me the
divine gift to forgive and forget all evil
against me and that in all instances in
my life you are with me, I want in this
short prayer to thank you for all things
as you confirm once again that I never
want to be separated from you in eternal
glory. Thank you for your mercy toward
me and mine. (Say this prayer three consecutive days and after three days, your
request will be granted. Publication
must be promised.)
LAA SA AB AD IPP SP TFP
JGR-DC

From left: Freeholders Doug Cabana,
Deborah Smith, Kathy DeFillippo, Dominick
and Louis Nicastro and Freeholders
Christine Myers and Hank Lyon.

ComUNICO

Food Bank and Shelter Grants were
awarded to the following organizations:
Bread Basket of Northeastern PA - $500Scranton, PA
St. John’s Community Food Pantry $500 - Jersey City, NJ
Holy Trinity-West Orange Food Pantry
$1,000, West Orange, NJ
FoodShare, Inc. - $1,000, Bloomfield, NJ
NJ Food & Clothing Rescue - $500Lodi, NJ
St. John’s Soup Kitchen - $500 Newark, NJ
Church of the Holy Spirit - $1,000 Verona, NJ
Helping Hand Food Pantry - $500 Hillsdale, NJ
Rutherford Community Pantry, Inc,
-$500 - Rutherford, NJ
People to People - $500 - Nanuet, NY
St. Patrick’s Parish Food Pantry - $500 Scranton, PA
Meals to the Needy - $500, Bristol, CT

TO OFFER A PRAYER TO THE BLESSED
MOTHER send a Check for $20, made out
to UNICO and your initials to:
ComUNICO Prayer
271 US Highway 46 West
Suite F-103
Fairfield, NJ 07004

SeptemberUNICO
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St. James of the Marches R. C. Church $500 - Totowa, NJ
Waste Not Want Not Community Kitchen
$500 - Granby, CT
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News ComUNICO
Special Interest Article
Gerry Cooney:
Loving Life and Still Punching
By John Esposito
In the clearing stands a boxer
And a fighter by his trade
And he carries the reminders
Of every glove that laid him down
And cut him till he cried out
In his anger and his shame
“I am leaving, I am leaving
But the fighter still remains
- The Boxer - Lyrics by Paul Simon
(1969)
The dense fog and icy remnants from
the year’s second snow fall make for
poor visibility and a treacherous drive
when turning off Highway Rte. 22 East in
Mountainside, New Jersey. My evening
appointment lay ahead at a state-of-theart sports training facility.
Entering BrawlHouse, I am met by its
amicable owner, Christopher Jordan. The
progressive athletic institute provides
specialized programs for young and old
alike in wrestling, CrossFit, mixed martial arts, boxing, kickboxing, jiu-jitsu,
and yoga. [BrawlHouse, 1115 Globe Avenue, Mountainside, NJ]
I walk past multiple training stations
and eventually come upon a tall, distinguished looking gentleman in workout
clothes who runs the boxing program. He
has neatly combed gray hair and doesn’t
much resemble the twenty-five-yearold with the thick mane of black hair I
remembered from HBO World Championship Boxing and countless magazine
covers some thirty-five years ago. Then
comes a flash of that famous Irish grin
and it gives the man away.
Gerry Cooney greets me in his unmistakable soft-spoken voice, “How are
you, bro?” only to turn away briefly and
finish tying his student’s gloves. “Now,
remember, jab! … I want to see you use
that jab. And relax! And have fun!”
He turns back to me and says,
“You’re next.”
I answer, “In my next life.”
We laugh and shake hands. The ice
is broken and it’s time to learn where
life has taken the big man so many years
later.
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Beginnings
The center of former heavyweight
boxer, Gerry Cooney’s universe during
his formative years was family, friends,
and athletics in the sedate, one-time
farming community of Huntington, New
York. He is the third oldest of Arthur
“Tony” and Eileen Cooney’s six children
(two girls and four boys). Gerry’s family was solid blue collar, with his father
employed as an iron worker. His mother
raised the kids, kept house, and cooked
hearty meals for her growing tribe.
The Cooney household espoused the
traditional mores of many Irish American families following the second World
War: ethnic pride, belief in hard work,
and self-reliance. They were practicing
Catholics who attended Sunday Mass,
dutifully performed household chores,
and participated in athletics (wrestling,
football and boxing) out of a love for
sports.
The framework within every home
requires a solid foundation. Unfortunately, the underpinnings needed to
support the Cooney unit had all the earmarks of a dysfunctional family.
“My father was abusive and neglectful to the whole family,” says Gerry. “He
was a big drinker, an alcoholic, who grew
up in a rough household himself.”
With total clarity he speaks of the
time his intoxicated father cross-examined the children about the whereabouts
of his missing tool belt. “He took us in
the garage, shut the door and beat us
until he finally realized it was his fault.
He was drunk and did not remember
where he put the belt. Tommy left home
at fifteen. Michael left at seventeen. I left
at seventeen.”
In his later years, Tony developed
asbestosis which ultimately took his life.
Gerry would regularly drive him to the
hospital for chemotherapy. One morning
after returning home following treatment,
Tony said to his son, “If you can’t live
in my house, under my rules, get your
hair cut, and get home when I tell you to
be home, I’d rather crawl to the hospital
myself on my hands and knees than have
you drive me.”
For a period in his life, Gerry felt
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only hate for the father he desperately
wanted to please. “I grew up with a voice
in my head where he always told me five
things: I was no good; I was a failure;
I would not amount to anything; don’t
trust nobody; and don’t tell anyone your
business.”
“I was mixed up a lot. Most of my
friends were going away to college. I
wasn’t and had to figure out about making a life. I couldn’t depend on anyone.
I was stuck by myself. Then my brother
Tommy ran away from home. He went
to the gym and started boxing. So I use
to go there to see him. I put the gloves
on and started fighting and that’s how I
became a fighter. I was pretty good…tall,
skinny. I could punch …”
Making His Way
In 1976, Gerry and Tommy made
their way into the Golden Gloves, both
making the finals, with only Gerry winning the championship. Boxing was
showing the youngster a way to live and
express the anger he had suppressed
under his father’s abuse.
“I was at Walt Whitman High School
… when I won the Middleweight Championship, and it was right around St.
Patty’s Day and crazy around the Garden.
We use to fight in the main arena ... with
21,000 people. To be this young kid, who
was beaten and abused his whole life,
to be in the corner of that ring with the
lights off and then the spotlight goes on
you, and they introduce your name, is a
big thing.”
Cooney was invited to the finals at
the Olympic trials, but didn’t go because
his father was dying. Tony Cooney died
in 1976, before his son would turn professional, leaving young Gerry devastated.
He was selected for the U.S. boxing
team where he won the Golden Gloves
again, went to Europe and turned professional. He bonded with a new trainer and
surrogate father, Victor Valle, who would
guide Gerry to the pinnacle of his career,
culminating in the heavyweight championship bout with Larry Holmes.
Cooney unfortunately never received
enough quality fights with older, top ten

Continues on page 47...
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guys that would have provided him with
the experience and confidence necessary
to prepare for his eventual title fight. But
the wins kept coming just the same.
“… But moving up I was doing fine.
Nice wins. I knocked out Jimmy Young
in four rounds in Atlantic City. I knocked
out Ron Lyle and I moved up the rankings … And then I fought Kenny Norton
and knocked him out in fifty-four seconds.”
What Price Success
Unbeknownst to most boxing fans,
Cooney regarded his pummeling of Norton on May 11, 1981 as actually the beginning of the end of his career.
“And (thirteen months later) I was
going to fight (Holmes) for the championship, so now I really have to take care of
myself, and I went crazy … it was just
that everything was nutty, everywhere I
went … Studio 54. I was a big deal back
then. So I started partying and I got stung
for it.”
Cooney also believes the demons
that haunted him as a teenager, the abusive father who said he was a loser and
wouldn’t amount to anything, greatly
contributed to what was playing out inside him.
“And I think that was also the upbringing, the self-sabotage, and in case I
lose, I’ll have all this to say why I lost …
and probably somewhere inside myself
was fighting missed opportunity and
feeling I don’t deserve it, I’m not good
enough. Once it’s so deeply ingrained in
you, it’s hard to rid yourself of it. Sometimes voices come back ...”
Race Card
As the championship bout with
Larry Holmes loomed closer, there were
further distractions. Many people began
referring to Cooney as “The Great White
Hope,” a term he disliked and believed
was circulated by promoter, Don King.
The “White Hope” label erupted into
a media frenzy, which built interest in
the fight, but carried a race connotation
that incited a certain element of society
seeking a “white” boxer to win back the
heavyweight crown for the first time
since 1959, when Ingemar Johansson de-
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feated Floyd Patterson.
“I had six or seven guys …that hung
out with me during this period. I had
nothing to do with it. We were oblivious
to what was going on. It was stupid. I
was a fighter, that’s all. I didn’t want that
BS on my back.”
The media attention on Cooney frustrated Holmes, who despite an incredible
career, continued to live in the shadows
of the legendary Muhammad Ali.
“Listen, he was the heavyweight
champ and felt threatened by me. You
don’t like the guy you’re going to fight.
Holmes was always trying to be acknowledged as a great fighter, which he was.
And that’s what really bothered him.
He was …bitter. And then I come along
and people tell me that I am “The White
Hope,” …it was crazy for him. You have
to realize what had occurred had nothing
to do with us. It was the outside people,
the small-minded people that created all
that. We’re very good friends and do a
lot of stuff together every year. I love the
guy.”
Final Bell
On the sweltering evening of June
11, 1982 at Caesars Palace, Las Vegas,
the brave contender from Huntington
fought courageously against the “Easton
Assassin.” Both men were previously
undefeated. Then in round thirteen the
end came for the wobbly, but still standing Cooney when the fight was stopped.
Boxing immortality was denied and the
valiant quest to become the heavyweight
champion was gone forever.
“I got dropped in the second round
… but I got up and fought back and then
I was ok. People would say I couldn’t
go the distance. I was trying to go the
distance instead of just going and fighting. But I had no experience. But I could
also be dead today, too. So it is what it
is ... who knows? God didn’t want it that
way.”
Aftermath
In defeat, Gerry Cooney proceeded
to up the ante on his celebrity lifestyle.
Drinking, drugging, smoking, carousing,
bar fights and an arrest for disorderly
conduct became the order of the day.
He lost interest in boxing and trained
haphazardly. There would be five more
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fights before calling it a career. Following the same unrestrained lifestyle, he
won his next three fights but then lost to
Michael Spinks in 1987 by TKO in the
fifth round.
Cooney hit bottom the following
year. Past demons resurfaced and the old
feelings of inadequacy from the fatherson divide returned. Sobriety lasted only
three months before a return to drinking.
Finally determined to conquer his addiction, he had his last drink on April
21, 1988, a date indelibly stamped in his
brain.
The end of the storied career would
come on January 15, 1990 at the Atlantic
City Convention Center. He was knocked
out by George Foreman in the second
round. Cooney once told a reporter this
final fight helped him turn the page.
“OK, I’ve had a great time. I got knocked
down, I got up and dusted off my pants.”
The Good Life
When one door closes, another opens
- Alexander Graham Bell
Gerry Cooney has made his home
in suburban Fanwood, New Jersey for
nineteen years. He has a lovely wife and
three children that he adores. The man
who made his reputation as a professional athlete now proudly displays the
names “family man” and “boxing legend” side-by-side on his resume.
“I love my family and have a great
life,” he says. “I look at it as a privilege
to sign autographs and make people
happy whenever I can. It’s a nice feeling
to be remembered.”
But there is a more compelling side
to this great athlete. By his own words
and deeds, the man, who turned sixty
this summer, is enjoying the most special time of his life. He is living a life
of service, a believer in giving to those
less fortunate through his involvement
with many needy organizations, charities
and orphanages since his retirement. He
founded “Fighters’ Initiative for Support
and Training,” a non-profit organization which helps retired boxers transition from the ring to the real world by
providing career assistance. He became
involved with “J.A.B.”, the first union

Continues on page 48...
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for boxers. He has supported the “Hands
are Not for Hitting” program which tries
to prevent domestic violence. He makes
weekly visits to Youth Consultation Service, a behavioral private health agency
providing individualized care for children and their families. He has provided
his support to Freedom House, a drug
and alcohol rehabilitation center. Gerry
is the head boxing instructor at the aforementioned BrawlHouse, with the able
assistance of fellow instructor, Tony Santana, who is also a former amateur and
professional boxer. He co-hosts “Monday
Night at the Fights” and “Friday Night at
the Fights” on Sirius XM satellite radio.
“When I was a kid there were no
answers. I had to bump along the road
and find a way. I like to be available to
help kids not do the next bad thing. I
want them to walk the straight path. It’s
the same as I train fighters today. It’s not
about hitting the bags and skipping rope.
It’s about the whole life experience. You
live your life like you’re training. I try to
promote that every day of my life.”
And how does the transplanted New
Yorker feel about living in New Jersey,
where he is an approachable local celebrity to his Fanwood neighbors? The man
who regularly walks the streets of his
adopted town sporting an Irish wool cap,
waving to passers-by and signing autographs, has much to say on the subject.
“Listen, I’m a New Yorker, through and
through. But I think New Jersey is great.
I have been living here in Fanwood for
about nineteen years. It’s beautiful here. I
have a wonderful family. New Jersey is a
great place to live. I live thirty-five minutes from the city. I love it here in New
Jersey.”
Gerry is quick to show this writer
around town and point out some favorite haunts … Mara’s Café & Bakery [250
South Avenue] where we enjoyed a great
lunch. “If you want the absolute best bagels, you’ve got to come to … Fanwood
Bagels & Deli [32 South Avenue] … and
a couple of doors right down here is the
best pizza place in the world … Nick’s
Pizza & Deli [42 South Martine Avenue].
My wife and I also like nearby towns like
Westfield … there’s Joe, the barber [Mr.
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J. Barber Shop, 607 S. Avenue W.], and
we love Theresa’s Restaurant [47 Elm
Street].”
The Best is Yet to Come
“I had a great experience from boxing. I did not get to where I could have
been. But hopefully through my journey,
I will have talked to somebody who will
get to that level in some area of their
life, whether it’s a mechanic, a doctor,
a fighter, or a football player, that’s the
dream.”
And Gerry has never forgotten the
man who caused him so much pain and
anger growing up in Huntington. He has
made peace with himself as well as Tony
Cooney. “My father was sick,” he says.
“In order for me to live and enjoy my life
I had to forgive him.”
The man affectionately known by a
generation of fans as Gentleman Gerry,
continues on his journey. Through
perseverance, self-searching, and solid
family support, the Irishman with the
devastating left hook has opened a new
door to a happy and satisfying life, and
is still punching after all these years.
Byline: John Esposito is a freelance
journalist. His work has been published in
The Star Ledger, The Bergen Record, and
Morris County Daily Record [in New Jersey];
Greenwich Time, and Stamford Advocate
[in Connecticut]; The Philadelphia Inquirer [in PA]; The Italian Tribune; UNICO;
and The Irish Echo. He was a special correspondent for the online newspaper,
NewJerseyNewsroom.com; and has written
for numerous magazines. Mr. Esposito has
interviewed such acclaimed writers as Pete
Hamill, Mary Higgins Clark and John Updike.

Larry Holmes and Gerry Cooney.

From left: John F. Esposito, Gerry Cooney
and Author John Esposito.

Gerry Cooney.

The UNICO article and the complete
Q. and A. interview with Gerry Cooney are
included on Mr. Esposito’s website: “Piecework Journals”: www.PieceworkJournals.
com
Mr. Esposito’s Facebook page is: “Piecework Journals by John Esposito”: https://
www.facebook.com/Piecework-Journals-byJohn-Esposito-492572960923211/
John Esposito lives in New Providence,
NJ with his wife and two children.
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anti bias

A message
from

Manny Alfano
At this year’s UNICO National
Convention in Cambridge, Maryland
the following communication was
brought to the attention of the AntiBias Committee of UNICO National:
“The National Education Association (NEA) is encouraging its members to urge their school districts to
celebrate the 2nd Monday of October
as El Dia de la Raza and Indigenous
People’s Day.”
As you know the 2nd Monday of
October is Columbus Day, and when
we asked the NEA contact person,
Daniel Robles of California, why the
2nd Monday of October was chosen
he stated, “Thank you for contacting
me. This date is already celebrated
by many nations in the Americas
as El Dia de la Raza and Indigenous
People’s Day. It is the way Columbus
Day is celebrated in many lands in
the Americas.” Our response was,
“…but not in the United States of
America.”
It appears to us that NEA chose
this date in order to diminish the
accomplishments and the impact Columbus’ voyages had on the world.
We therefore wish to hear from
UNICO Members that are currently
teaching or retired from the teaching profession, especially if they are
or were members of the NEA. Their
input is very important in addressing
this issue.
We would need their names, addresses, phone numbers and e-mail
addresses in order help us meet and
address this issue with the NEA National President Lily Eskelsen Garcia.
The following was submitted at
the NEA business meeting by 50 delegates.
http://ra.nea.org/businessitem/2016-nbi-024/
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Chapter Achievement Awards
CHAPTER ACHIEVEMENT
PROGRAM AWARDS
Chapter Achievement Award were
presented to the following Chapters: The
Wilkes-Barre Chapter was named as the
First Place Model Chapter and also won
the Exceptional Project Award, the Orange/West Orange Chapter was named
the Second Place Model Chapter and the
Saddle Brook Chapter was named the
Third Place Model Chapter. Congratulations to all awardees.

The Scrapbook/DVD Committee seated
from left: Marilyn Nasello, Deanna
DeMarco, Celeste Pandolfi, Michele
McDade and Maggie Pettinato. Standing:
Joe Nasello, Joe Kovacs, Mark McDade,
Carmela Somma, Ann Taylor, Lou
Pandolfi and Mary Theresa Morrison.

SCrapbook Awards
2016 SCRAPBOOK/DVD AWARDS
A sincere thank you to the following
Chapters who participated in this year’s
Scrapbook/DVD Awards program: Scrapbook – Kearny, Raritan Valley, Orange/
West Orange, Saddle Brook, Brick, Highland Beach, Nutley and Scranton; DVDs
– Garfield, St. Joe’s H. S. Montvale, Keystone and Highland Beach. They were all
truly labors of love which the Chapters
can use to promote membership at their
various events. Our committee would
like to encourage Chapters to participate
in next year’s competition.
Thank you also to those who took
the time to volunteer as judges. Your
time and expertise are very much appreciated.
Scrapbook awards were presented
to the Kearny Chapter for the small size
category, Orange/West Orange in the medium size category, the Nutley Chapter in
the large size category and the Scranton
Chapter in the extra-large size category.
DVD awards were presented to the Garfield Chapter in the medium size category and the Keystone Chapter for the
large size Chapter.
It’s not too early to begin collecting
pictures, flyers, tickets and publicity articles for your Chapter’s scrapbook or to
videotape various events for your DVD
entry in next year’s competition.
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Back row from left: Joe Kovacs,
Carmela Somma, Mark McDade and
May Theresa Morrison. Front row: Ann
Taylor and Marilyn Nasello judging
scrapbooks and DVDs.

Maggie Pettinato (l) and Michele
McDade (r) judging scrapbooks.

Deanna DeMarco and Lou Pandolfi
judging DVDs.
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JW MARRIOTT CAMELBACK INN SCOTTSDALE
GET READY TO BE AMAZED!
The site of our upcoming National Convention is nothing short of amazing. It has
been named by many as Marriott’s most outstanding property as well as one of JW “Bill”
Marriott Jr.’s top choices. It is of course the fabulous JW Marriott Camelback Inn Scottsdale. Plan your stay at the Resort to discover a unique blend of comfort and tranquility.
The Resort is situated on 125 acres in the gorgeous foothills of Camelback Mountain.
The resort’s immaculately manicured grounds offer the perfect backdrop for your relaxation and rejuvenation.
Unwind in style in Scottsdale in the hotel’s spacious, 427 elegantly appointed private
casita rooms, each overflowing with luxurious amenities such as a wet bar, mini fridge
and a microwave oven (naturally upgrades are available) or take advantage of the resort’s array of premium resources. Proudly featured are a full-service 32,000 square
foot spa, a free fitness center, two championship golf courses on site, plus a 9 hole chip
and putt course.
There is exceptional on-site dining including world class BLT Steak, Rita’s Kitchen, R
Bar, Acacia, Hoppin’ Jacks at the pool and of course Starbucks. Add to all of this is 24
hour room service delivery.
Three outdoor pools (open 24 hours a day) which include Jack Rabbit Pool; also
there is an Adult Pool and an Infinitely Pool.
If you are not amazed by now the UNICO Convention rate for all of this and too much
more to mention is only $99.00 per night. In order to get a much better idea of the property visit their website at www.camelbackinn.com
If you like what I’ve explained and what you’ve seen at the Hotel’s website you can
secure your reservations at https://resweb.passkey.com/go/UNICO2017, they are holding rooms at the same rate for “three days prior and three days following the dates of the
ROOM BLOCK.
In addition, our hotel situates you near Scottsdale’s top attractions. We’re close to
beautiful Downtown Scottsdale which incorporates the lively “Entertainment and Nightlife
District”, the ”Waterfront District”, Scottsdale Fashion Square, Old Town Scottsdale, the
“Arts District”, the “Museum District” to name a few.
There are hundreds of restaurants of every taste you can imagine and no less than
six Casinos open 24 hours a day, as close as 15 minutes but none further than 45 minutes away.
With all that this venue has to offer I’m sure you’ll want to start early in booking your
rooms and checking on airline prices from your area. An example was a site visit just
prior to our Convention in Chesapeake the airfare at that time was only $258.00 round
trip from Newark Liberty so book your rooms early and stay on top of the airline prices.
If you need further information feel free to contact me at Agresti@UNICO.org.
Yours in UNICO,
Joseph Agresti, PNP
Convention 2017 Chairman
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Words Found in an Italian Classroom
O Z

A I

N O Q O S

E

F C L O R

G I

T E B B R M T

E

A P

O L

R Y M O A N T

L

N H V R R

M I

A A L

I

A I

U

E N C H N M A A C

M Q C O D D A O D D E B G N A
A Q G E U N L C L
Z

I

O F

I

S T G A E O O L
S E T

D V L

P U N O R
E X A I

T

C M E R T Z E

S

M S R M Y Z Q A N P H A I

P

N I

G E

S

S O K C A I

I

C O N I

T

T E

L

L

E

M A T E

M A T

I

C A P

L

G D L

O B T I

A

B O R

C O Q O N R E D A U Q R P B Z
E

N O I

C E

BANCO
CALCOLATRICE
CARTELLA
DIZIONARIO
INSEGNANTE
LIBRO
OROLOGIO
RIGHELLO
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Z

S T I

E

L S

M K O G L I

N O A I

BANDIERA
CALENDARIO
CESTINO
GESSO
LAVAGNA
MATEMATICA
PENNA
SEDIA
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T

E

A M E Y G

BOLLETTINO
CARTA
COMPITO
GOMMA
LEZIONE
MATIA
QUADERNO
STUDENTE
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Italian Earthquake-Disaster Relief

2016 UNICO Foundation Disaster Relief:
NAME:		
ADDRESS:		

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

			
____________________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER: _________________________________
AMOUNT:		
________________
CREDIT CARD INFO: (VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX)				
CARD NUMBER: _______________________________________
EXP. DATE:		
_______________________________________
SECURITY CODE: _______________________________________
UNICO National

September 2016

CHECK # _______________
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A special experience awaits you at …
UNICO National’s Eastern Regional Meeting
Once a semi-private hunting lodge, this elegant
beachfront resort, one of The Leading Hotels of the
World, is 0.4 miles from Chatham Pier Fish Market.
The Inn has won numerous awards including the
prestigious Forbes Four-Star award and has been
named one of the top resorts in the world by Travel
& Leisure Magazine, and the best hotel on Cape Cod
by Boston Magazine.
Tranquil guest rooms in the 1914 main house (many with ocean views), feature flat-screens, Bose Wave radios
and Nespresso coffeemakers.
Amenities include a spa, private beach, tennis courts, 9-hole golf course and pools, a 24/7 fitness center, a croquet
court and a kid's program. Several restaurants are on-site, from an upscale steakhouse (which sources food from
the resort's 8-acre farm) to a casual beachfront cafe. There's also a free shuttle to Cape Cod National Seashore.
To be considered for inclusion, a hotel must be in the luxury
category and meet the most exacting standards with respect to
accommodations, service, cuisine, employee behavior and
facilities – in short – all aspects affecting guest comfort,
convenience and mood. Inspection reports, based on hundreds
of separate, stringent criteria, are subsequently filed with the
Executive Committee who vote for acceptance or rejection.

Only the world’s most distinguished properties are admitted to The Leading Hotels of the World,
thereby assuring a constant adherence to the organization’s exacting standards of high quality.

UNICO National
Eastern Regional Meeting

Chatham Bars Inn
One of the Leading Hotels
of the World

November 10 to 13, 2016
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Words Found in an Italian Classroom
Solution
E
+
L
G
E
S
S
O
A
I
D
E
S
D
+

+
T
+
E
O
A
N
+
+
+
C
+
I
A
+

S
+
N
R
Z
R
I
+
+
I
O
Z
G
R
+

+
T
B
A
E
I
L
T
R
+
I
B
O
E
+

O
I
U
D
N
A
O
T
A
O
R
O
M
I
+

L
I
A
D
V
G
A
N
N
M
A
L
M
D
+

C
U
G
A
E
L
E
A
E
Z
D
L
A
N
C

Q
A
G
O
O
N
R
S
A
+
N
E
+
A
O

+
N
R
C
L
I
T
I
N
+
E
T
+
B
M

A
+
L
T
O
O
N
E
A
I
L
T
+
O
P

+
A
+
+
A
O
R
+
N
+
A
I
C
+
I

C
E
S
T
I
N
O
O
N
+
C
N
+
+
T

R
I
G
H
E
L
L
O
E
+
A
O
+
+
O

A
L
L
E
T
R
A
C
P
B
+
+
+
+
+

A
C
I
T
A
M
E
T
A
M
+
+
+
+
+

(Over, Down, Direction)
BANCO(14,10,SW)
BANDIERA(9,14,W)
BOLLETTINO(4,12,E)
CALCOLATRICE(12,1,SW)
CALENDARIO(12,11,W)
CARTA(7,1,SE)
CARTELLA(14,8,N)
CESTINO(12,1,S)
COMPITO(7,15,E)

DIZIONARIO(1,14,NE)
GESSO(1,4,S)
GOMMA(3,13,E)
INSEGNANTE(10,10,NW)
LAVAGNA(4,7,NE)
LEZIONE(1,3,SE)
LIBRO(6,1,SW)
MATEMATICA(15,10,N)
MATIA(6,10,NW)

OROLOGIO(12,8,NW)
PENNA(14,9,W)
QUADERNO(8,1,SW)
RIGHELLO(13,1,S)
SEDIA(1,13,N)
STUDENTE(3,1,SE)
ZAINO(7,10,NE)

“Service Above Self”
Looking to rediscover your history?
Looking to help your community?

JOIN the Organization of Choice!

The Largest Italian American
Service Organization in the United States
UNICO National
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Book Review
“We The Italians Two Flags One Heart” is a book that takes into consideration 100 leaders and their strong ties to Italy.
One hundred interviews were compiled by Umberto Mucci, of some of the most well-known or successful Italians and
Italian Americans in the United States and Italy. These leaders as you read through the book are from all walks of life and
show the world just how successful the Italians are throughout the United States and Italy.
Umberto’s thought is that “Italy needs more of America”. Umberto feels that shared creativity and hard work and entrepreneurship would benefit Italy. All of the people that were interviewed have a common thread and that is the true love of
Italy. Most have strong ties and family that still reside in Italy. These leaders are steeped in their Italian traditions and motivated by the hard work ethic that was instilled in them by their families.
The book is an easy read as you get to know many of the people who have attained success and many that you may
know personally.

Mental Health

Barbara Laborim (l) and John DiNapoli
(r) present Captain John A. “Woody”
Woodall with a Mental Health grant for
Camp 4 Heros.
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Barbara Laborim (l) and Joan Tidona
(r) make a personal donation to Woody
Woodall and Camp 4 Heros.
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The Mental Health Committee join Mary
Edna Krutchkoff (l) and Woody Woodall
and Alan Krutchkoff (seated) for a picturre
after the presentation.

UNICO National

SHARE YOUR
ENTHUSIASM!

Join us Today!
UNICO National is the largest Italian American Service Organization in
America. With 127 local Chapters in
18 states and more being formed right
now, we have an unparalleled track
record of giving that dates back to
1922.
Through the UNICO Foundation, we
donate annually to cancer and Cooley’s
anemia research, mental health initiatives and scholarships.
Through our many National Award
Committees, we present awards in literature, science, amateur and professions athletics and military service.
Through our Anti-Bias Committee, we
promote positive images of Italian Americans and battle negative stereotypes.
Through our local Chapters, we provide countless volunteer hours and
support worthy causes of all sorts.
If you are looking to celebrate your
heritage, serve your community and
build lifelong friendships, UNICO
National is the organization for you!
To find out more,
call 973-808-0035
Or visit www.unico.org

UNICO National
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STARTERS Cool Stuff

GOT WOOD?

WeWood does and they want you to, too. The brainchild of an Italian watch lover and two eco-smart entrepreneurs, WeWood’s
timepieces are made from 100-percent sustainably harvested or reclaimed wood. The watches come in analog and digital
chronometer in a variety of hardwoods including maple, ebony, guaiaco and red wood celtis (derived from flooring waste). With
each watch you purchase, the company will plant a tree in cooperation with American Forests and Trees for the Future. Since
2011, WeWood has planted more than 420,000 trees with a goal of planting 1 million trees by 2020. Their slogan is, “Keeping
forests healthy and happy keeps us healthy and happy. We like to keep our reminder on our wrist.”
http://we-wood.us

Kardo Choco White
$140

Date Flower Beige
$130

FRA NOI for ComUNICO

Jupiter RS Nut Rough
$140

Dehna Beige Guava
$120
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Leo Terra Black
$170

Date Beige
$110
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Music REVIEWS

For the love

of jazz
by David Witter

WORKIN’ OVERTIME
by The Jazz Factory
After Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie,
Buddy DeFranco, and others revolutionized jazz with the introduction of
be-bop in the mid-1940s, Miles Davis,
Chet Baker, Dave Brubeck and Stan
Getz countered with cool jazz at the
end of the decade. But like a great
boxer, be-bop counted in the ’50s.
Championed by the likes of Art
Blakey and Horace Silver, but with
more emphasis on harmony and
rhythm, it morphed into “hard bop.”
In their début CD, “Workin’ Overtime,” the Jazz Factory moves that
genre forward.
“Clean Shuffle” holds the melody for
a good 48 bars before Dan Moffit’s
saxophone and Jeff Mickus’ trumpet
roar into their solos. The second cut,
“Against the Grain,” demonstrates
how the Jazz Factory’s rhythm section
works like a well-oiled machine. Pat
Infusino’s bass holds the line, while
Scott Coletta’s piano alternates between darting chords and lightning
bop riffs, and John Scoville’s drums
alternate between rhythmic fills and
dramatic crescendos.
“Acoustic Perfume” has the feel of ’60s
TV detective show theme song. The
slow, haunting “Club Algiers” conjures snowflakes drifting across a
streetlight at 4 a.m. Tracks like
“Buckledown Samba” and “Tuesday’s
Blues” rides the same vibrant-yet-controlled hard-bop wave first generated
by greats like Silver, Blakey and the
many artists whose style the Jazz Factory is helping to perpetuate.

Jazz, which highlights individual expression, and factory, which mass produces items, seem to be contradictory
terms. But like their smoking chimney
CD cover, the Jazz Factory churns out
clean, hard bop as shiny as a freshly
minted brass trumpet.
Formed in 2006, the Chicago-based
band and its members have played or
shared the stage with the likes of Louis
Bellson and Clark Terry and recorded on
movie soundtracks. With a début CD,
“Workin’ Overtime,” under their
belt, the band plays
be-bop and hard
bop, but following
the lead of artists
like Art Blakey and
Horace Silver, they
eschew protracted
solos in favor of intricate harmonies
and a rollicking
rhythm section.
“We like to keep things a bit shorter
and tighter as far as arrangements go,”
Jeff Mickus, the band’s trumpeter, says.
“We wanted to construct a format and
not just go up there and blow solos, especially in the studio.”
In most bands, the rhythm section is
the glue that holds the group together.
But in the case of the Jazz Factory, it is
the heart and soul of the unit. Scott Coletta on piano, Pat Infusino on bass, and
John Scoville on drums, have an energetic-yet-cohesive drive that musicians
often refer to as a “pocket.”
“Pat and I have been together since
our college days in the early ’70s,” says
Scoville, whose family name was
changed from Succimare by his father
after getting a job as an attorney. “We
have been in all kinds of bands: R&B,
rock and even polka groups.”
Like many veteran players, the duo

found that jazz offers the most freedom.
“We started out as kind of an R&B,
lounge band with a singer and guitarist,”
Scoville says. “We then added Dan Moffett, whose mother is Italian, on sax, and
went into a kind of swing, show tune
group. Then the singer left and we picked
up Scott Coletta on piano. At that time,
we decided that we wanted to go back to
jazz, which is what we all love anyway.
We added Jeff Mickus on trumpet, and
turned into a be-bop group.”
Veteran musicians who also
work as music educators, members of
the group have performed with musicians ranging from
bop trumpeter John
Faddis to avantgarde legend Anthony Braxton.
Coletta is also a talented visual artist whose original watercolor painting adorns the cover of
“Workin’ Overtime.” Mickus has done
film work, including working with composer Gary De Michele on the soundtrack
for Stanley Tucci’s “The Big Night.”
“I played trumpet with a jazz band
led by Gary De Michele, who wrote the
original songs for the movie,” explains
Mickus, who also played on the soundtrack for Tucci’s 2012 film, “The Imposters.”
With the line-up solidified, the group
began to assemble an arsenal of songs,
mostly from the hard-bop catalogue of
artists like Blakey, as well as Silver and
Wayne Shorter.
“We also play some R&B or funky
jazz, people like Herbie Hancock, and
Latin-tinged tunes to mix things up and
move us ahead a bit,” Scoville says. “Basically, we play the music we love and
have a lot of fun playing it.”

Want more? Visit italianamericanvoice.com.
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Shrouded in mystery

“Will you walk into my parlor?” said the spider to the fly; “’Tis the prettiest little parlor that ever you did spy. The way into my parlor is up a
winding stair, and I have many pretty things to show when you are there.”
— Excerpt from 1829 poem by Mary Howitt

Many things can be said about Francesco Scognamiglio’s fall couture line — It’s alluring, captivating and provocative. Similar to a spider
and its web, I find it beautiful yet slightly terrifying. For instance, the sheer fabric covering the face and in some instances the entire
body went from bridal veil to death shroud very quickly. There are twists and turns like this in every design. Whether you love it or
hate it, you have to agree this collection is fascinating. Personally, I’m a deer caught in headlights.
by Mary Racila

www.francescoscognamiglio.it
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Hoops
homecoming

by Elena Ferrarin

Like Villanova fans across the country, Mike Nardi was overjoyed when the
school claimed the NCAA Division I
men’s basketball title earlier this year.
But as a former team member and professional basketball player, and now a member of its coaching staff, his perspective
is unique.
This was Villanova’s second basketball title after its first win in 1985, the
year Nardi was born.
The closest he came
as a player was making the Elite Eight in
2005-06.
“It was a surreal
experience,” the 31year-old says. “Honestly, when the (final)
shot went in, I felt
like a little kid rooting
for my team. I was on
the sideline and I
couldn’t believe it
happened.”
A native of New
Jersey, Nardi graduated in 2007. Undrafted by the NBA, he
played professionally in Europe for eight
years, seven of them in Italy. He retired
in 2015 and was hired by Villanova to
work on student-athlete player development.
“My role was to make sure that all of
our guys were where they should be academically and basketball-wise, and staying on top of their schedules. Also,
interacting with our alumni — networking with them, getting out to all their
events, inviting them to games and different events for alumni after games.”
Nardi was promoted to director of
video operations this summer. “I’m doing
all the same things, but I will be doing a
lot more of our video editing as far as
scouting reports, and our individual clips
of our players at practice and games.”
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Nardi is not allowed to instruct, but
can attend and observe daily practice: essential to someone whose goal is to become a coach.
“I’m invested in it. I really enjoy it.
It’s the closest thing for me, as far as
being a part of a team and not being able
to play,” he says. “I enjoy watching the
guys get better every day, and help them
become adults.”

▲ MIKE NARDI
A standout guard at Villanova, he returned from an eight-year stint in Europe
to be a part of his alma mater’s championship season.

His personal experience helps him
connect with players, he says. “Having
played at Villanova and playing overseas
professionally for eight seasons creates a
credibility with the players. They understand I’ve been through it. I am able to
relate to them and share my experiences
to help them. It’s tough being a college
student-athlete. There are a lot of ups
and downs, and I’m able to help them
navigate that.”
After college, Nardi, who has Italian
citizenship, either signed with or played
for Basket Napoli, Montecatini Terme,
Pesaro, Pavia, Armani Jeans Milano and
Forli in Italy and Matrixx Magixx in the
Dutch league during his first six seasons
in Europe.
Then came the highlight — being
signed by Mantova in the 2013-14 sea-
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son, when the team claimed the Italian
second division national championship.
“It was a great season. I made the all-star
game and won the three-point contest,”
he says.
His next season with Latina Basket
also became his last, after a plantar fascia
injury.
That’s when Nardi’s ongoing relationship with longtime Villanova basketball coach Jay Wright opened the door for
the next phase of his life. “He thought
that it was the perfect time for me and for
the school to transition” into bringing
him on staff, he says.
So what was his experience abroad
like? Was it worth it, with all the bouncing from team to team? Absolutely, he
says.
“I was very fortunate, each and every
year, to be with organizations that cared
about their players. It was a family atmosphere. In every city I played in, I enjoyed the fans and the people.”
“Italians are very passionate and
warm. They really care about their players. So to be able to find a country like
that — out of college and going out all
the way across the world — made it very
easy for me to play and to continue to appreciate what I was doing.”
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Genealogical
ambassador
by Jim Distasio
There’s no shortage of clever ways to
describe what genealogist and TV personality Mary M. Tedesco does for a living.
She’s a Sherlock Holmes of family
trees, a Nancy Drew on the hunt for longlost relatives, and a Columbo sweating the
little details to get to the bottom of the
knottiest personal mysteries.
But as the co-host of the PBS
reality/documentary program “Genealogy
Roadshow” and the founder of the boutique research firm Origins Italy, Tedesco
is really a builder of bridges between the
past and present. Through meticulous research, practiced intuition and a firm
grasp of both the social sciences and humanities, Tedesco helps her guests and
clients discover the people, places and
moments in time that define families,
shape communities and contribute to the
unique fabric of the American experience.

“Genealogy is our own personal history,” Tedesco says. “You can relate to its
discoveries as much or as little as you like,
but in the end, it’s the story of you.”
Trained as a mathematician at Boston
University, Tedesco discovered genealogy
in her early 20s after seeking answers to
questions about her own family and background. Although the two fields of study
appear unrelated at first blush, mathematics have boosted Tedesco in her chosen vocation as some genealogy studies involve
tens of thousands of pieces of data, from
names on a family tree to a plethora of documents such as birth and death certificates,
religious records and even voter registrations.
“My background in mathematics has
served me well, not only in data management but in problem-solving,” Tedesco
says. “You’re looking for an ancestor, or

▲ MARY TEDESCO
A mathematician by training and genealogist by profession, she brings the
exacting skills of the former to bear on
the deeply personal discipline of the latter on a popular PBS series.
trying to solve a mystery, or helping a guest
break through that last brick wall.”
Tedesco earned a certificate in genealogical research from Boston University
in 2011 and has contributed mightily to the
field as an author, lecturer and now oncamera ambassador for the joys and cultural importance of digging into our pasts.
Tedesco joined “Genealogy Roadshow”
for its second season in 2015. Producers
were looking to add a third genealogist to
accompany co-hosts Kenyatta D. Berry and
Joshua Taylor as they visit historically significant sites across America to tackle the
personal — and sometimes emotional —
mysteries posed by people from all walks
of life. Berry and Taylor recommended
Tedesco for the gig, and after auditioning
for producers, Tedesco, who had no previous television experience, was hired and
has since become an indispensible member
of the on-camera team.
Tedesco says taking the leap in front of
the camera was the best decision she ever
made, and the show has proven to be a
wonderful vehicle to promote her field of
study.
A typical season of “Genealogy Roadshow” involves scores of professionals —
from genealogists and researchers to proContinues on page 64 …
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… continued from page 63 …
ducers and technical personnel — that put
in hours of advance work before the cameras even start rolling, Tedesco says.
For the show’s third season, more
than 10,000 aspiring guests submitted applications to the production detailing their
family histories and questions concerning
ancestors and loved ones. The submissions
are vetted and then divided geographically
by producers who ultimately whittle them
down to just 30 or 40 stories that stand the
best chance of making it on air. The show’s
team of researchers and genealogists then
starts solving the mysteries and unearthing
the stories from those guests.
Along the way, Tedesco and her cohosts bring their expertise and knowledge
to the process, and the stories are kept
under wraps until filming commences so
the guests are finding out their family histories for the first time on camera. It’s that
inquisitive spirit and willingness to allow
their histories to be shared in such an
open forum that make “Genealogy Roadshow’s” guests Tedesco’s favorite part of
the job.
“It takes a lot of courage to ask the
question and to seek out the information
— good, bad or exciting — about our family history,” Tedesco says. “When we find
out a new piece of our family history,
something in us changes. Many of our
guests walk away changed in a good way.
Not all of the information we find is what
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they thought it would be, but they appreciate knowing it and inevitably they want to
know more after the show.”
Tedesco is a native of the Boston area,
and she counts American origins (with
German, Irish, Danish and English ancestry) on her maternal side and recent Italian
immigrant roots hailing from Calabria,
Trentino-Alto Adige and Tuscany on her
paternal side. Her father’s parents emigrated from Italy, and Tedesco spent her
formative years hearing family stories
about the old country bandied across
kitchen tables and kept alive through this
most essential form of oral history.
As Tedesco entered adulthood, she
and her grandmother began to seriously research the family’s Italian lineage. It started
small, requesting records here and there,
but eventually the detective duo exhausted
all of the resources available to them from
their home base in Massachusetts and
eventually made a pilgrimage to Italy to
seek out records in Italian city halls and
churches. Tedesco, who learned Italian
from her grandmother and also studied it
in college, brought those language skills to
bear during this search, interviewing
priests and civic officials to create a living
historical record of her roots.
“I was hooked,” Tedesco says of the
process. In 2012, she founded Origins Italy
to do for others what she did for her family.
Origins Italy provides a 360-degree ap-
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proach to large-scale genealogy projects,
with Tedesco and her team performing onsite family research in Italy to get to the
heart of a family’s background. And
Tedesco says her profession is on the cusp
of major breakthroughs thanks to ongoing
advancements in genetic genealogy in
which researchers like herself can use
DNA and advanced databases to dig
deeper into the past.
“I’ve been very grateful to turn my
passion into a profession,” Tedesco says of
her journey from mathematician to historical problem-solver.
While “Genealogy Roadshow” hasn’t
yet received the nod for a fourth season,
Tedesco encourages people to visit
www.pbs.org/genealogy-roadshow to share
their family stories for potential inclusion
in future seasons.
But Tedesco says you don’t need a TV
show to uncover your roots. Much of this
research can be done on your own, and the
journey starts right at home. To get started,
inquisitive family detectives should talk to
older relatives, hit the Internet and its
many sites devoted to ancestry records
and studies, and, if possible, head to the
places you’ve heard about to ask questions
and “walk in the footsteps of your ancestors.”
It may prove to be slow going or even
frustrating at times, but Tedesco says
“never give up.”
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Food fit for

a pope
by Louis R. Carlozo
What do you do for an encore after a
successful career in land development?
That’s easy: Assemble a world-class
cookbook that includes the favorite
recipes of the last three popes, including
Pope Francis.
Michael J. Dunigan was fortunate
enough to be on hand in 2014, when
the Swiss publisher Werd & Weber
Verlag released “Pontifical Swiss
Guard — Buon Appetito.” And
when approached to help sell the
U.S. rights, Dunigan channeled his
appreciation for fine food into creating a definitive volume of Vaticaninspired meals.
“The Vatican Cookbook”
(Sophia Institute Press) is as much a
visual stunner as a joyous collection
of 70-plus recipes. Spanning 500
years in 200 pages, the hardback
opens a door to an otherwise overlooked part of life at the Holy See.
After all, popes, their helpers and
the Swiss guards need to eat, too.
Drawing on his Italian heritage
on his mother’s side, Dunigan didn’t
have to reach back far to turn his
love of great food into a labor of
love. Lou&A spoke to Dunigan about
how the book came to be — and
how it also explores a fascinating
papal history, born in confrontation, that
has turned into celebration.
Lou&A: Tell us about your Italian
roots and your path leading up to this
book.
Michael J. Dunigan: My mom was
Italian — her last name is Antonello and
her roots are in Salerno — and I’m half
Irish, half Italian. I’m one of four brothers and Sundays were always a big deal
at our house; we’d have everyone over
and serve a roast or some special meal. I
grew up in the Chicago area, attended
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John Carroll University in Cleveland,
worked in San Diego for about 20 years,
and now I live in Bern, Switzerland. I’m
pretty much retired except for the book.
L&A: How did you get involved
with it?
MJD: My wife worked for a publish-

ing company in Switzerland, and they
were releasing a cookbook called “Pontifical Swiss Guard: Buon Appetito.”
That was the origin of this book. The
launch in November 2014 was very successful; there were articles in 65 different newspapers and magazines,
including the Washington Post and International Times. But the publisher didn’t really know how to market books in
the States and asked me if I’d be interested in marketing the U.S. rights.
L&A: What happened next?
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▲ MICHAEL J. DUNIGAN
With “The Vatican Cookbook,” this firsttime cookbook editor whips up a masterpiece.
MJD: I contacted Tom Kelly, a fraternity brother from college — he was a
writer for “Laugh-In” — and he said,
“Why don’t we just do this together?” So
we ended up forming our own company,
Archangel Productions, and brought in
15 investors. Many are part of the financial community and there are four or
five owners from the Antonello clan.
After we bought the North American
rights for “Buon Appetito,” we had to
negotiate with the Secretary of the Vatican to get the name changed to “The Vatican Cookbook.” It’s pretty
down-to-earth food: 80 percent Italian,
20 percent Swiss. After four months, we
got approved — then we took the book,
pulled it apart, translated it and added
more information on the Swiss Guard
and Popes John Paul II, Benedict XVI
and Francis. We also added 30 special
photos on Vatican art. Then we approached Cardinal Sean O’Malley out of
Boston — he did the dedication.
L&A: Your career was quite different as a real estate developer and financier. But there seems to be some
connections to your efforts here.
MJD: A real estate developer is like a
producer of a movie. He sees the piece of
land, tries to envision its highest and
best use, brings in the money, hires the
engineer and the construction crew —
and I used some of the same skills in
Continues on page 66 …
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doing this book. We raised the money,
came up with the vision and hired people who’d be able to redraft it for the
U.S. market.
L&A: There’s also a charitable
angle, correct?
MJD: A portion of the sales will go
to the Pontifical Swiss Guard. But we’re
also encouraging people who buy the
book to donate to One Human Family, Food for All. It’s Pope Francis’
favorite charity and their goal is to
end hunger in the next 20 years.
L&A: What are the origins of
the Swiss Guard in papal history?
MJD: The Swiss Guard is the
smallest army in the world but the
oldest: more than 500 years. Back
in the 1500s, the cardinals and
popes were secular feudal lords as
much as they were involved in religion. And at the time, a renegade
army of the German emperor was
coming in to sack Rome — and go
after the pope. On May 6, 1527,
they attacked and here’s this group
of 147 Swiss soldiers fighting off
5,000. Every man gave his life to save
the pope, Clement VII, who escaped
through a secret passageway from St.
Peter’s basilica to Castel Sant’Angelo,
which was more fortified. And since that
day, they’ve commemorated the Sacco di
Roma — the sacking of Rome — every
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May 6. That’s when they swear in the
new Swiss guards. I’ve been there twice
now for the ceremony and it’s incredible.
You have to see it.
L&A: You have a personal tie to this
book as well.
MJD: It’s been a lot of fun for me,
given that I have an Italian background
and I live in Switzerland. Part of it is

also that this is about family. If you look
at our cookbook, it’s history and great art.
But we also share the favorite meals of
the pope, and the pope is the head of the
family. Then we go down to the next tier,
the Vatican administration, then the cardinals, and then the Swiss Guard. So it’s
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like a family scrapbook with recipes that
they all enjoy. It calls up my famiglia instinct.
L&A: Have you given the book a test
run in your own kitchen?
MJD: I’d say I’m an amateur cook
but I really enjoy cooking. For me there
are a couple of special dishes. The Lamb
and Mediterranean Vegetables is very
down to earth but spectacular. The
Spaghetti Frutti di Mare is fantastic
and my wife makes the Risotto and
Artichokes, which is in there as
well.
L&A: Looking ahead, could
there be a sequel or a documentary?
MJD: I believe we should make
the book successful first. But I suppose we could make a documentary
or another book. Some things just
happen: When I went to that release party I said, “Sure, I can
help.” Now, it’s given me a different perspective on my life — and
it’s been really fun. I’ve always
tried to do projects with people I
enjoy working with, and have fun while
doing it. If you work by those two principles you can’t go wrong.
To purchase “The Vatican Cookbook”
($34.99), visit Sophia Institute Press
(SophiaInstitute.com) or Amazon.com.
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The KING
of comedy
by Otto Bruno
This past July, the entertainment world
lost a genuine giant with the passing of
Garry Marshall, one of the most joyous
comedy minds of the last 50 years. He
found success in show biz as a writer, producer, director and actor. And his professional accomplishments were exceeded
only by the love and respect he earned
from friends and colleagues in and out of
the industry.
There’s no doubt that Garry Marshall
was funny. He studied
funny, he knew funny, he
worshipped funny. In his
second book, “My Happy
Days In Hollywood: A
Memoir,” Marshall says
that his mother taught him
that the biggest sin in life
was to bore people.

nalism at Northwestern University and
graduated in 1956 before serving two years
in the army in Korea. In both college and
the Army, Marshall played with small
bands and musical ensembles as a drummer to make a little extra cash. He also
began to write comedy routines in college
and continued to do so for USO shows in
the Army.
When Marshall was discharged in
1958 he returned to New York. In “My

“Beware of boring,”
she said.

“What is boring, Ma?
I asked.

“Your father,”
she said.
Anthony Marshall,
Garry Marshall’s father,
was born Anthony Masciarelli but changed
his name to Marshall when he entered the
work force hoping to improve his chances
for advancement. He eventually found success in advertising and industrial films.
Marshall’s mother, the former Marjorie
Ward, was a dance instructor. Their only
son was a sickly child who suffered from
asthma and was apparently allergic to parts
of all the major food groups. When he
couldn’t be out playing the sports he loved,
he stayed in his room playing drums and
reading joke books, rating which entries he
thought were the funniest.
He attended the Medill School of Jour-
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Happy Days in Hollywood,” Marshall
wrote that he and his first writing partner,
Fred Freeman, would hang out at the Stage
Deli in New York and hand out jokes to the
comedians who came in.
“We would write them on little slips of
paper and give them to guys like Jack E.
Leonard, Jack Carter, Joey Bishop and
Buddy Hackett,” recalled Marshall. “Although once in a while someone would
pay us fifty or a hundred dollars for a page
of jokes, most of the comedians just paid in
food. When you are a young single guy
without a family to support, living on corn
beef [sic] sandwiches doesn’t seem so bad.
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▲ GARRY MARSHALL
Enormously talented and universally
loved, he redefined funny over the
course of a stellar half-century in show
business.
It was exciting for us just to sit at a deli
table with working comedians and talk
about comedy.”
Marshall and Freeman eventually made the acquaintance of
nightclub comic Phil Foster. They
wrote material for Foster who
then recommended them to
Bishop. In less than a year, they
were hired as staff writers for
“The Tonight Show.” The following year, they made the move to
Hollywood as writers for “The
Joey Bishop Show,” a situation
comedy that debuted on NBC in
1962.
When Freeman had a falling
out with Bishop, he returned to
New York and Marshall teamed
up with another young writer
named Jerry Belson. Bishop’s
show had been filmed on the Desilu lot
and it was there that Marshall and Belson
came to the attention of Sheldon Leonard
and Danny Thomas. Leonard assigned
them to write episodes for “The Danny
Thomas Show” and “The Bill Dana
Show.”
In 1964, Marshall and Belson had
their first script accepted for “The Dick
Van Dyke Show.” They went on to write
17 more fabulously funny episodes of the
show between 1964 and 1966. In “The Official Dick Van Dyke Show Book,” written
by Vince Waldron, Carl Reiner, the show’s
Continues on page 68 …
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creator, was liberal with praise for Marshall and Belson saying, “[They] were really funny, brilliant guys,” whose only
shortcoming was their love for old-fashioned one-liners. However, Reiner also admitted, “They always came up with crazy,
wonderful things which stretched our
show.”
It was Marshall and Belson who were
responsible for adapting Neil Simon’s
“The Odd Couple” to television. It’s not
easy to take a property that was a monster
hit in another medium (Broadway) and
make it just as successful in a new
medium. In truth, “The Odd Couple” was
not really a monster hit on
TV, although in the years
since it went off the air, it
has become one of the most
beloved sitcoms of all time.
The best way to judge a
show is to watch it 25 to 50
years after its initial run. If
it still makes you laugh,
then that means it was special. “The Odd Couple” was
special. They had other
writers but Marshall was
the show runner of that program and, according to
Tony Randall’s and Jack
Klugman’s recollections
over the years, he had a lot
to do with the show’s
scripts.
In a 1998 interview for
The Archive of American Television, Randall talked about Marshall’s contribution
to the show. “Garry Marshall is primarily a
writer. Every show needs a head writer.
They sometimes buy shows, they buy
ideas from writers and then they rework
them for the actors they have, so he was
the chief writer,” recalled Randall. “But he
was also one of our chief directors. He also
acted in the show from time to time. He
also “tummled” the audience while we
were taping, (encouraging them to participate). He’s a very good stand up comedian.
Even his contract was funny. For writing,
producing and acting in the show, he paid
himself a hundred dollars a week. But for
tummling with the audience, $25,000.
“But he could fix the show,” recalled
Randall. “He could rewrite any scene and
make it funny. And he did. Every last
thing that was on the screen had been
touched by Garry Marshall.”
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Klugman, also interviewed for The
Archive of American Television in 1998,
remembered that Randall had actually
wanted Mickey Rooney for the role of
Oscar Madison because Rooney and Randall had been performing the play together
on the road. It was Marshall who wanted
Klugman. When Klugman heard that, he
assumed Marshall must have seen him
when he was performing the play with
Walter Matthau for a short time. However,
when he met Marshall, the writer/director
told him, “I saw you with Ethel Merman
[in “Gypsy”] and she was singing to you
and spitting all over you and you never

stood the ‘game.’ After ‘The Odd Couple’ I
could play with whoever, wherever, whenever.”
As “The Odd Couple” was finishing
up its fourth season, Marshall was approached by Michael Eisner and Tom
Miller to create a TV show similar to the
1948 film, “I Remember Mama.” They
wanted to capitalize on the nostalgia of an
earlier time. Marshall told them he knew
nothing about Norwegians at the turn-ofthe-century. He suggested that perhaps he
could write a premise for a story about the
1950s, the era of his own youth. They
agreed and Marshall wrote a pilot but ABC

showed it. I said that’s a good actor that
doesn’t show the spit.”
Of “The Odd Couple” TV show, Klugman said, “It was as funny as the play.
There’s one line, we’re having an argument
and he [Felix] says, ‘You can eat off my
floor,’ and I say, ‘You can eat off my floor
too, here’s a half a tuna sandwich!’ And it
just knocked me out. Very funny. Jerry Belson and Garry are two fine writers.”
Marshall had fond memories of his
two stars as well. “They were an odd couple, but in the end the portrait of a true and
lasting friendship,” wrote Marshall. “And I
am so lucky that I got to know and work
with them both because they also changed
my life. After running ‘The Odd Couple,’ I
had confidence for the first time. The insecure ‘what if we fail?’ ‘How will I make a
living?’ guy had gone away. I was responsible. I could deal with big-time people like
Tony and Jack, and the networks. I under-

didn’t buy it. In “My Happy Days in Hollywood,” Marshall wrote, “So in 1971, Paramount put it on the series ‘Love, American
Style,’ otherwise known as the graveyard
for dead pilots. The episode was called
‘New Family In Town,’ and after it aired
we thought ‘Happy Days’ was indeed
dead.”
However, less than a year later,
“Grease” hit Broadway and won seven
Tony Awards. Soon after “Grease,” George
Lucas released the feature film “American
Graffiti,” which also starred Marshall’s
“Happy Days” star Ron Howard and the
movie was a big success. In short order,
ABC called Marshall to revive his idea for
“Happy Days.” All of a sudden the 1950s
were “hot.” The show was put in as a midseason replacement and premiered on
ABC in January of 1974. It was an immediate success.
Belson, who had never warmed to the
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“Happy Days” premise, was not a part of
the new show. Once again, Marshall and a
partner parted amicably and maintained a
strong friendship until Belson’s passing in
2006.
“Happy Days” started as a warm, nostalgic look at a simpler time. It seemed like
a sweet idea. No one had any idea it
would turn into a cultural phenomenon
making Marshall, Howard and Henry Winkler major powers in Hollywood. Marshall
may have created funnier scripts and characters than he gave us in “Happy Days,”
but he never created anything that gave
him more success and financial freedom

eight years old to eighty makes me smile
even today. I always wanted to be remembered as the Norman Rockwell of television, and ‘Happy Days’ represented the
part of me that wanted to make mainstream
America laugh. If television was the education of the American public, then ‘Happy
Days’ was recess. And I always loved recess best.”
After his conquest of the television industry, Marshall moved on to movies, writing and/or directing films like “Young
Doctors In Love,” “The Flamingo Kid,” and
“Frankie and Johnny.” He made stars out of
Julia Roberts and Anne Hathaway with the

to great comic effect in series like “The
Odd Couple,” “Monk” and “Louie.” He
did voiceover work for shows like “Father
of the Pride” and “The Simpsons” as well
as films like “Chicken Little.”
In the movies, he portrayed baseball
team owner Walter Harvey in his sister
Penny’s 1992 film, “A League of Their
Own,” and is well remembered as the
casino owner in Albert Brook’s classic,
“Lost In America.” However, to me, his
single funniest characterization was as
Candice Bergen’s boss Stan Lansing on the
hit 1990s sitcom, “Murphy Brown.” Forget
about writing and directing, he could have

than that single series did. That one show
spawned an empire.
In Penny Marshall’s foreword to her
brother’s first book, “Wake Me When It’s
Funny: How to Break into Show Business
and Stay There,” she cites the fact that
“during the week of January 28, 1979, four
of the top five rated Nielson shows were
produced by my brother. ‘Laverne &
Shirley,’ ‘Happy Days,’ and ‘Mork &
Mindy’ were rated one, two, and three,
and ‘Angie’ was rated number five. When
you’re a television creator and producer, it
doesn’t get much better than that.”
The shows that made Marshall the
wealthiest were not always a big hit with
critics, this writer included. In the end, it
didn’t matter how critically acclaimed
“Happy Days” was or wasn’t because Marshall wasn’t looking for awards and praise.
In his memoir he writes, “Knowing that
‘Happy Days’ appealed to people from

films “Pretty Woman” and “The Princess
Diaries.”
With each new success, Marshall was
driven to explore even more creative outlets. He’d always wanted to be part of live
theater and in 1978 his first play,
“Shelves,” was produced in Illinois. “The
Roast,” a play he co-wrote with his old
writing partner Jerry Belson, played at the
Winter Garden Theater on Broadway. He
also co-wrote “Wrong Turn at Lung Fish,”
which played in Los Angeles, Chicago and
Off-Broadway. In 1997, he and his daughter
Kathleen founded the Falcon Theater in
Burbank, Calif., which has provided many
young playwrights with a venue to feature
their work, particularly in the field of comedy.
The one aspect of Marshall’s career
that, in my opinion, is never given enough
attention is his acting. He was incredibly
funny in front of the camera. He appeared

easily made a career for himself as a comic
actor.
Everyone who ever worked with Marshall not only knew how much he adored
his own family but eventually came away
feeling like a member of his extended family. His sets were family friendly places to
be. One of Marshall’s more famous quotes
was, “I made nepotism an art form, so I get
to work with a lot of relatives and they’re
part of it.” At one time or another his wife,
children, parents and sisters all worked on
his productions.
It may be fitting that his life was defined by yet another cliché but Garry Marshall was universally loved. Ron Howard
said it best, “How could one individual
work parts of seven decades in the entertainment industry and make zero enemies?” Howard pondered. “Garry achieved
that, and it was the result of his absolute
integrity as a man and as an artist.”
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Ciao Italia™ with Mary Ann Esposito

CUISINE

The little

queen
of
apples

by Mary Ann Esposito
The humble apple can most certainly be declared the most powerful of
all earthly fruits when we consider its
ancient biblical origins and the consequences eating one had for Adam and
Eve.
Northern Italy, especially the
Trentino-Alto Adige region, has had a
long history of apple production and is
the epicenter for the harvesting of more
than 4,000 varieties! Italy is the world’s
sixth largest producer of apples, with
one in five sold to Italians coming from
the Trentino area. Two of the most popular types are Golden Delicious and
Renette. They are used in northern Italy

Mondovì Apple Cake

to make such classic sweets as apple
strudel and are incorporated into general
cooking as well, often paired with veal
and pork to make savory crocchette.
I stumbled upon Renette apples in
the mercato (outdoor market) in Mondovì in the province of Cuneo in
Piemonte and was completely taken by
their beauty and size. Their yellow
greenish skin is splattered with red
cheeks and their flesh is juicy and firm
with a clean, almost lemony taste.
Renette, meaning little queen, is related
to our Pipin. It has a long history, originating in Holland during the 1700s and
making its way into France and Italy,
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where it grows especially well in the
Trentino and Piedmont regions. Italians
love to use this apple not just for eating
but for baking, making such confectionery treats as torta di mele, an exquisite apple cake from Mondovì that is
perfect for fall and winter eating.

Mondovì Apple Cake
Serves 8
3 large Golden Delicious or Pipin apples,
peeled, cored and thinly sliced
1 cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar
1/4 cup dry Marsala wine
5 tablespoons butter, softened
3 eggs, separated
1-1/3 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
Place apple slices in a bowl and
sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of the sugar
and mix in the Marsala. Set aside for 30
minutes.
Cream the butter and remaining 1
cup sugar together in a bowl until light
and fluffy. Beat in the egg yolks one at a
time until well blended.
Drain the apple slices over a bowl
and add the reserved liquid to the egg
yolk mixture and stir well.
Sift the flour, baking powder and salt
together and add to the yolk mixture. Stir
until combined.
Separately beat the egg whites in a
clean bowl until soft peaks form, then
fold into the egg yolk batter.
Spread half of the batter into a buttered and parchment paper-lined 9-inch
spring form pan. Arrange the apple slices
in several layers over the batter. Cover
the apples with the remaining batter,
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Crocchette di Cuneo

smoothing it evenly over the top.
Bake in a preheated 350F oven for 50
to 60 minutes or until golden brown and
a cake tester comes out clean when inserted in the center of the cake.
Cool 10 minutes. Unlatch sides and
serve cake in slices. Best served warm.

Crocchette di Cuneo
Cuneo-Style Meat Croquettes
Serves 4
1 pound ground veal
1 Golden Delicious or Pipin apple,
peeled and minced or grated
1 egg
1/4 teaspoon salt
Flour
2 tablespoons olive oil
1/2 cup red wine
In a bowl, combine the veal, apple,
egg and salt. With wet hands, form elongated meatballs. Coat each one in flour
and set aside.
Heat the olive oil in a large sauté pan
and brown the croquettes evenly, then
add the wine. Cover the pan and cook
over low heat for 20 minutes. Serve hot.
For more from Mary Ann Esposito, visit
www.ciaoitalia.com and facebook.com/maryannesposito. ©2016, Mary Ann Esposito.
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Matching
pastas with

sauces
by Dolores Sennebogen

There is a dizzying selection of pastas available on the grocery shelf, and
more seem to appear each year. Since
over 600 pasta shapes have been developed over several centuries, it is likely
that we will continue to be introduced to
more varieties by savvy importers and
local artisans who understand the American hunger for new and trendy food
choices. There are certain workhorse
pastas such as spaghetti and linguine
that are in everyone’s pantry, and we
reach for them often. In Italian kitchens,
though, distinctive pasta shapes are
served with a particular sauce by tradition. Ligurians tend to serve pesto with
trenette or trofie, while only tagliatelle
will do for Ragù alla Bolognese in
Emilia-Romagna. The main consideration in choosing a pasta shape is how it
complements your sauce. Light and
wispy pasta such as capellini and
fedelini are the best choice for thin
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chunky sauces. Pierced pastas with a
whole in the center also soak up saucy
juices. Celebrate World Pasta Day on October 25 with your family’s favorite, or
enjoy one of these suggestions.

PENNE CON SUGO
DI TRE CARNI
(Penne with a Three-Meat Sauce)
4 ounces ground beef
4 ounces ground lamb
4 ounces Italian sausage,
casings removed
3 to 4 teaspoons extra virgin olive oil
1 medium onion, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
1 teaspoon oregano
1 tablespoon finely chopped
Italian flat leaf parsley
Pinch of cayenne pepper
sauces. Ruffled, lined or intricate shapes
are just right for capturing meaty or
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… continued from page 71 …

3/4 tablespoon salt
1 (8-ounce) glass of white or red wine
1 (28-ounce) can peeled tomatoes,
crushed and pureed
3 tablespoons tomato paste
1 pound penne rigate, cooked al dente
Freshly grated Parmigiano Reggiano
Regrind all of the meats together in a
meat grinder or food processor. Set
aside. Heat the olive oil and sauté the
onion in it. When it begins to soften, add
the garlic and sauté a short while more.
Add the ground meats and let them
brown. Add all of the spices, including
the salt. Add the wine and let it evaporate. Stir in the tomatoes and the tomato
paste. Partially cover with a lid and simmer on very low heat for at least 1-1/2 to
2 hours, until thickened. Stir frequently.
Serve with the drained pasta and a generous amount of freshly grated Parmigiano Reggiano.
— Luciano Sestito

crumble it and sauté it in a skillet over
medium-high heat until no pink remains.
Remove with a slotted spoon and set
aside. Bring a large pot of water to a boil.
Salt to taste. Stir in the pasta and cook al
dente. While the pasta is cooking, thoroughly mix together the ricotta, grated
cheese, parsley and crushed red pepper.
Stir in the cooked sausage. Drain the
pasta, reserving 1/4 cup of water. Place
the pasta in a heated serving bowl. Add
the hot pasta water to the ricotta cheese
mixture and combine well. Fold this into
the pasta. Serve immediately.
VARIATIONS: Omit the red pepper.
Substitute a generous amount of freshly
milled black pepper. For a meatless version, omit the sausage and parsley and replace them with 10 ounces of sautéed
spinach and a dash of nutmeg.
— Dolores Sennebogen

BUCATINI
CON CAPONATA
(Pierced Pasta with Eggplant Sauce)
2 small to medium eggplants
2 ribs of celery, finely diced
3/4 cup olive oil, divided
2 onions, sliced
1-1/4 cups tomato sauce
2 tablespoons capers, rinsed
and drained
1 tablespoon pine nuts
6 green olives, pitted and cut in pieces
1/4 cup wine vinegar
2 tablespoons sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon black pepper
12 ounces bucatini

PASTA ALLA PASTORA
(Pasta with Ricotta, Shepherd Style)
2-3 links hot or mild Italian sausage
1 pound ziti, penne or fusilli
1 pound ricotta, well drained
1/2 cup freshly grated Pecorino or
Parmigiano Reggiano
2 teaspoons finely chopped
flat leaf parsley
1/4 teaspoon crushed red pepper
1/4 cup reserved pasta water
Remove the sausage from the casing,
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until they are soft but not browned. Add
the parboiled celery and the tomato
sauce. Simmer the mixture for 15 minutes, stirring often. Add the capers, pine
nuts and olives.
In a small saucepan (or in the microwave) heat the wine vinegar and dissolve the sugar and salt in it. Add this
and the sautéed eggplant to the sauce.
Add the pepper and stir the mixture
well. Cover and simmer over a very low
heat for 20 minutes, stirring often.
Meanwhile, cook the pasta al dente and
drain well. Top each serving of pasta
with a generous portion of caponata.
— Dolores Sennebogen

PAGLIA E FIENO
(Straw and Hay)
5 tablespoons butter, divided
1 pound fresh mushrooms,
coarsely chopped
1 clove garlic, crushed

Peel the eggplants and cut into 1inch-square pieces. Sprinkle the pieces
with salt and place them on a plate between layers of paper towel. Put a heavy
bowl or something else of weight on top
and allow to rest for about 30 minutes.
Afterward, pat dry with paper towels.
Parboil the celery in a small amount of
water for 2 minutes. Drain and set aside.
Heat 1/2 cup of the oil in a frying pan
and add the eggplant after squeezing it
dry of moisture. Sauté the eggplant until
golden and then remove to a dish with a
slotted spoon. Add another 1/4 cup of
olive oil to the pan. Sauté the onions
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desired. Toss until well coated and
serve on a heated platter.
NOTE: You may use a combination of several types of mushrooms if
you wish.
— Dolores Sennebogen

▼ COOK’S TIP ▼

FARFALLE CON
TONNO, OLIVE
E CAPPERI
(Bow Tie Pasta with Tuna,
Olives and Capers)
Salt and freshly ground pepper
1/2 pound prosciutto, diced
1 cup cream or half-and-half
1/2 pound spinach fettuccine
1/2 pound egg fettuccine
1/2 to 3/4 cup frozen petite peas, cooked
Dash of nutmeg (optional)
1/2 cup grated Parmigiano Reggiano
Melt three tablespoons of the butter
in a skillet and sauté the mushrooms for
about 6 minutes. Add the garlic and sauté
until fragrant but not browned. Season
with salt and pepper, remove from the
heat and keep warm. In a separate skillet,
sauté the prosciutto in the remaining butter until browned. Keep warm. Microwave the cream for about one minute
or until warmed through. Cook each type
of pasta to the al dente stage in separate
pots so that the green pasta won’t bleed
into the egg pasta. Drain the pasta well
and combine it with the mushrooms, prosciutto, cream, peas, nutmeg and cheese.
Season with additional salt and pepper if

4 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
1 onion, thinly sliced
2 cloves garlic, crushed
2 anchovy fillets, chopped
1-1/2 pounds peeled tomatoes,
chopped
2 tablespoons tomato paste
4 fresh basil leaves, chopped
1/2 teaspoon dried oregano
1 tablespoon chopped fresh parsley
Black pepper to taste
12 ounces tuna packed in olive oil
12 to 15 Mediterranean black olives,
quartered
2 tablespoons rinsed capers
12 to 16 ounces bow tie pasta
Grated Parmigiano Reggiano
Heat the olive oil in a skillet and
sauté the onion. When the onion is soft,
add the garlic and sauté two minutes
longer. Add the chopped anchovies to
the pan and stir until they dissolve into
the oil. Stir in the tomatoes, tomato
paste, herbs, and pepper. Cook for
about 10 minutes and then add the rest
of the ingredients except the pasta and
the cheese. Cook an additional 10 minutes. Cook the bow tie pasta to the al
dente stage and drain well. Toss it with
the sauce and pass the cheese at the
table.
— Dolores Sennebogen

CAMPANELLE
CON SPINACI
(Bell-Shaped Pasta
with Spinach Sauce)
1/3 cup olive oil
1 small onion, minced
1/2 small red bell pepper, minced
1/4 pound hot or mild capicola OR
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Most packaged pasta labels suggest that a
single serving is 2 ounces. This is fine if the
pasta is intended as a first course, but may
seem skimpy if it is offered as an entrée. Adjust accordingly. When measuring 2 ounces
of long ribbon pastas such as spaghetti or
linguine, a bunch held in your hand should
have a circumference approximately the
same as that of a U.S. quarter. Smaller
shapes should be measured with standard
measuring cups, allowing 3/4 cup for each
2 ounce serving.

4 strips bacon, cooked crisp
2 large cloves garlic, pressed
3 cups chopped fresh spinach
(5 to 6 ounces)
Freshly ground black pepper
Salt (optional)
1/4 cup grated Pecorino Romano
8 ounces campanelle, cooked al dente
Toasted pine nuts (optional)
Crushed red pepper flakes (optional)
Heat the olive oil and sauté the
minced onion and red bell pepper until
they are tender. Finely chop the capicola
or crumble the cooked bacon. Add to the
pan and sauté for a few minutes. Add the
garlic and sauté for an additional minute.
Add the chopped fresh spinach. Grind
some black pepper over the spinach according to taste. Sprinkle lightly with the
optional salt, if desired. Toss until the
spinach has wilted. Combine the spinach
sauce and grated Pecorino Romano with
the drained pasta. If using pine nuts toss
them in at this point. Add the optional
crushed red pepper flakes to taste or
serve it at the table for those who enjoy
it. Pass additional grated cheese. This
recipe may be doubled.
— Dolores Sennebogen
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Reggello PARTING SHOTS

Overlooked treasure

by Nicola Orichuia

There is just so much to do when
visiting Tuscany that oftentimes even
stunning gems like Reggello are left off
of the itinerary. The small town of
16,000 features dazzling medieval
churches as well as a futuristic castle
the likes of which are hard to find anywhere else in Italy.
Historically, Reggello functioned as
a commercial stop for caravans moving
up and down the peninsula. As trade
grew, so did the central Tuscan town’s
population and the need for religious
buildings such as the church of San
Pietro a Cascia, a medieval masterpiece
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with strikingly ornate sculptures and
statues. Also noteworthy is the church
of Sant’Agata in Arfoli, which fielded
several Renaissance-era additions to its
original Gothic-inspired structure.
Perhaps the most eye-catching architecture can be found inside the
Castello di Sammezzano. The wide
three-story-tall building dates back to
the early 1600s, when the Spanish noble
family Ximenes of Aragona commissioned its construction. Following his
ancestors’ penchant for avant-garde art
and architecture, Ferdinando Panciatichi Ximenes of Aragona spent boat-
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loads of money in the late 1800s to redecorate the building’s interiors, turning halls
and rooms into majestic displays of colorful tiles and stucco patterns. Despite all
the effort put into it, and a short stint as a
luxury hotel after World War II, the castle
was sold at auction in 1999 and has been
abandoned ever since. Only recently have
local residents and art lovers mounted an
effort to revitalize the building.
If you’re visiting Tuscany at the end of
November, be sure to stop by Reggello for
the annual olive oil feast, when all the
local producers hand out samples of their
latest batches of EVOO.
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UNICO National
95th Annual Convention

JW Marriott Scottsdale Camelback Inn Resort & Spa
Save the Date:
Wednesday, July 26 - Sunday, July 30, 2017

LEND YOURSELF TO THE AMENITIES THIS LUXURIOUS
FIRST CLASS RESORT !
Situated on 125 lush acres in the foothills of picturesque Camelback Mountain on the resort’s
immaculately manicured grounds. Stretch out in the spacious, elegantly appointed private
Casita Rooms with parking at your Casita. Take advantage of a full service spa, and a separate
fitness center, two 18 hole championship golf courses and a chip and putt course on site.
Exceptional on site dining as well as three swimming pools (open 24 hours a day) plus so
much more. Downtown Scottsdale 5 minutes away has restaurants to suit any taste. Six
casinos as close as 15 minutes away or up to 40 minutes away. Downtown has nightlife areas,
museums, Old Town, Waterfront area. To much more to mention.

The best part of it all is a room rate of ONLY $99.00 per night!
BOOK EARLY!
https://resweb.passkey.com/go/UNICO2017

“Must-See-Event!”- Best of midJersey

17th

Italian American Festival
l
of Mercer County

Annua

presented by

September 23, 24, 25, 2016
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Rides

Mercer County Park • Old Trenton Road • West Windsor, New Jersey
Fri 3pm–11pm • Sat 12 noon–11pm • Sun 12 noon–9:30pm
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Start Sunday with Mass at 11:00 am at the INVESTORS BANK Stage.

Enrico Capuano
& T-Rock

Bocce!

ay

ADMISSION
Adults: $5.00
Senior Citizens, 65 years of age and older: $4.00
Children, 12 years of age and younger: Free

Cultural Theater

Uncle Floyd
Vivino

Fireworks

saturd

Greater Kensington
String Band

Holly
Faris

Lights Out

Michael
Amante

Tramps Like Us

www.ItalianAmericanFestival.com
or call 609-631-7544, Cav. John Scarpati, President

Official Festival Beer – Bud Light.
Additional Festival Partners: The Italian Tribune • News 12 New Jersey • New Jersey Lottery
Coccia Foundation • Hopewell Valley Vineyards • Impact Remodeling • People Papers • Italian Voice
Barry Chiorello’s Second Story Productions, LLC. Dining Tents provided by
K. McCoy Insurance Agency and Rose Hill Assisted Living Community.
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